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lntegrate Touch Sensing Quickly and Easily

With Microchip's Range of Low Power, low Cost Solutions
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Microchip's mTouch" Sensing Solutions allow designers to integrate touch sensing

with application code in a single microcontroller, reducing total system cost.

Microchip offers a broad portfolio of low power, low cost & flexible solutions for keys/sliders and

touch screen controllers. Get to market faster using our easy GU|-based tools, free source code

and low-cost development tools.

GEI STARIED IN 3 EASY 5TEP5

- Learn more at www.microchip.com/mtouch

- Download App Notes & royalty-free source code

- 0rder a development tool

Analog Resistive Touch Screen

Development (it - DV102011

Pl(DEM" lnductive Iouch
Development Kit - DM183027
(For keys on metal surfaces)

Touch Sensing for Keys and Sliders
. mTouch Capacitive Sensing technology

- Longer battery life with eXtreme Low

Porver M(Us; (apacitive Sensing in les
than 5 pA

- High noise immunity and low emissions

- No external components

. mlouch Inductive Sensing technology

- Use polished or brushed metal surfaces

including stainless steel and aluminum

- Sense through gloves

- (reate waterproof designs

- Deploy Braille{riendly interfaces

. Broad portfolio ofM(Us lowers system cost:

- 8, 1 6 & 32-bit Pl(' MCUs for (apacitive and

lnductive Touch

- Integrated U58, Graphics, LCD, lrDA, CAN

Touch Screen (ontrollers
. Fully processed touch coordinates

. Projected Capacitive technology

- Multi-touch enabling gestures

- Low cost M(U implementation

- Wide operating voltage: 1.8-5.5V

- Low operating (urrent 1.5 mA at

5V typical

. Analog Resistive technology

- Lowest system cost, easy integration

- Universal4, 5 & 8-wire solution with

on-chip calibration

- l2C'",5P1, UART or USB interfaces

- Low power "touch to wake-up" feature

lntelligent Electronics start with Microchip

rnicnochip
lF-,.-lTrrFrFE -lFIElr Iwww.microchi pdireCt.COm
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The reader/advertiser
promise

lf you are not in the electronics indus-
' try, or without a formal qualification

in the field, it may be good to realise

that electronics as a pastime would be

non-existent without the wide diversity
of manufacturers, distributors and sup-
pliers of equipment, tools, components
and CAD software - the friendly ones of
courSe,

Although some readers have expressed

a desire to see a version of Elektor
without any advertising pages, short
discussions on the phone or by email
are usually sufficient to agree that their
wish is unrealistic. For one thing, our
advertisers mal<e up for a good part
of our income, the other main pillars

being subscribers, newsstand sales

and product sales. On the other hand,
from a reader viewpoint, advertisers are

the gateway to services and products
(including components and tools) that
are essential to enjoy electronics as

a pastime, or pursue it at any level in

education.

Sure, old hands with a fully loaded elec-

tronics worl<shop may object to seeing

basically the same advertisers for years

on end. But then, when I was learn-

ing about electronics at a young age, I

believe I got as much information and

fun out of browsing adverts, comparing
component prices and seeing the big
names in industry, than from actually
reading articles, trying to understand it
all and building circuits in front of me.

I am happy to say that Elektor is attract-
ing an increasing number of companies,
big and small, advertiser or not, wishing

to run projects with us. Recently, 'pro-
jects' has taken on a wider meaning in

also covering reader offers and contests.
Together with our American colleagues

at Circuit Cellar, we're officially launch-

ing the NXP mbed Design Chollenge

at Embedded Systems Conference

in Boston, USA on September zo-23.

lnvariably, reader offers and contests
take a lot of time and effort to arrange
exclusively for you - or should I say "for
your pleasure". More is in the pipeline.

Jan Buiting, Editor
(and celebrating 25 years with Elektor this month)
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Colophon
Who's who at Elektor magazine.

News & New Products
A monthly roundup of allthe latest in

electronics land.

The 5532 OpAmplifier (r)
The NE553z is a great audio opamp -
been there, done that! But ifyou connect
enough of them in parallel you suddenly

have high-end power amplifier. Here we

discuss the technicalities of doing just that.

LabView Embedded forARM pCs

lf you think that LabVlEW can only
be used for producing attractive
man/machine interfaces for esoteric

applications, then this article is for you.

Measure that Current!
Asl< an electronics enthusiast whether
he or she has a clamp meter, and
you'll hear that they're more suitable
for electrical installers and service

technicians. Nevertheless, in many cases

a clamp meter can be just as useful as a

multimeter.

FPCA Design Simulation
A primer on using Quartus Web Edition

and ModelSim Altera Edition.

CL-3 Digital Rotary Combination
Locl<

A long time ago the CL-3 was a piece of
'blacl< box'electronics. Today it's been

redesigned as an open source project.

One-button Data Entry
Here's how to double the function of a

pushbutton in a user interface.

Discover the STM3z!
Development kits are a wonderfulway
to get started with microcontrollers, and

cheap too!

Electrolytic capacitors in audio
circuits
Things to l<eep in mind when designing
electrolytics into audio signal paths.
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14 The 5532 OpAmplifier (t)

HH J. Clarkson: "The (NE)5532 is audio's most popular dual opamp in the world". ).

H May: "An interesting power amplifier can be made by connecting enough 5532s
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performance."

22 Measure that Current!
As opposed to multimeters, current clamp meters aren't limited to currents

of a few amperes. They also don't need to cost much more than a multimeter.

Here we examine the features of twenty clamp meters suitable for measuring

AC and DC current, in price classes from a few dozen pounds to several hundred

pounds.

30 FPGA Design Simulation
As soon as you add complex digital logic to give your circuit a bit of intelligence,

most conventional simulators are no longer up to the task. ln such cases, it's neces-

sary to use an emulator to mimic the behaviour of the logic system.

F 48 GPS ft. Propeller
A more versatile CPS receiver for in-car use and radio-control model applica-

tions was the spur to designing this project, with capturing motion speed and

presenting this in both digital and analogue form a primary requirement. With

eight CPUs onboard working in parallel, the Propeller microcontrollerfrom Par-

allax manages these demanding graphic applications with ease.

46
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A pocket projector
There's no end to the degree of
miniaturization achieved in consumer
products by the electronics industry.

GPS ft. Propeller
Whenever there's a lot to do at the same

time, like CPS processing and user-

interfacing, the Parallax Propeller is the
processor of choice.

ZigBeeToday &Tomorrow
The outlook of ZigBee is simply brilliant
with so many OEMs rolling out innovative
products every day that use the
technology. Zigbee is tightly structured

however, and here we look at it as a

platform.

Tux and ATmega
Our ATMr8 has great potential in the Linux

area, too, and here we show the ease of
using the board with Linux tools only.

Food for programmers!

Powerline Communications & the
Chip lssue
PLC communication is a virtual arena

where a format war is imminent. We look

at S-FSK, generally considered one of the

strongest contenders.

Wheelie GT

The general performance of the Elektor

Wheelie can be substantially improved by

adding a geartooth sensor.

Design Tips
From microphone to line input

Retronics: 8o Candles for the Pen-
tode
Regular feature on electronics 'odd &

ancient'. Series Editor: Jan Buiting

Hexadoku
Our monthly puzzle with an electronics

touch

Coming Attractions
Next month in Elektor magazine.
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Elel<tor lnternational Media provides a multimedia and interactive platform for everyone interested
in electronics. From professionals passionate about their work to enthusiasts with professional

ambitions. From beginnerto diehard, from student to lecturer. lnformation, education, inspiration
and entertainment. Analogue and digital; practical and theoretical; software and hardware.
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Contents refi ll available separately

The Elektor PersonalOrganizer zorr makes planning
your appointments a real pleasure, and you always
have ready access to have handy information that
everyone who works with electronics needs to know.

$er]$t

lektor

The Organizer 201 1 at a glance:

. zorr calendar(two pages perweek)

. Appointments calendar (with corner
perforations) in six languages

. 5o pages of technical information on
electronics

. Seven sections, separated bytab sheets

. Alphabetic address and telephone book

. Handymonthlyplanner

. Lined pagesforyournotes

. Five credit-card pockets and a pocket

for business cards
. Push-buttonclosure
. Six-ring bindermechanism
. Luxurious grey imitationJeather binding
. Free pen and SMD Tool (with complete

package only)

Contents refill 201 1

lfyou purchased the Elektor Organizer last
yeal the content refill for zorr can be ordered
separately for Er4.8o (US $23.9o).

ISBN 978-9o-538't-259-4 . Ez4.go . U5 54o.zo

ffi-'t..a Period offer

for Subscriberst
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Erui:: s,t5criptions@elektor.com
Rat6 ak :erms are given on the Subscription Order Form.
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NEWS & NEW PRODUCTS

Enhanced range of
USB z.o to serial UART
converter cables
Future Technology Devices lnternational
Limited (FTDI) have announced the avail-
ability of their TTL-232RC family of USB to
TTL serial UART converter cables. The TTL-

232RC cables build upon the existing FTDI

family of U5B to TTL cables, by offering new
versions to suppoft an extended variety of
voltage l/O levels. The cables feature a U5B
to serial converter PCB encapsulated within
a standard type 'A' USB connector with a

wire-ended asynchronous UART output. The
cables are aimed at providing USB connec-
tivity within applications with serial UART
ports. The cables provide a fast and simple
method for enabling USB connectivity in
such applications, with minimal changes to
existin g user software.

A range of cables are available to for a vari-
ety of voltage l/O levels including +1.8 V,
+3.3 V, +5.0 V or at user specified levels, to
provide UART interfacing to devices such as

MCUs, CPUs or FPCAs at a range of voltage
levels. The cables derive power from the
USB interface and have integrated voltage
regulators removing the need for designers
to provide external power or have voltage
level shifters on their boards. Further, the
cables can be used to provide an optional
power output ranging between +1.8 V and
+5.0 V for powering external circuitry.
The TTL-232RC cables feature the FTDI

FT232R USB 2.0 to UART converter lC with
associated circuitry integrated within the
cable USB connector. The FT232R man-
ages the complete USB protocol within the
device - meaning that no user knowledge
of USB is required. The UART interface sup-
ports data transfers at up to 3 Mbps. Using
the FTDI's Virtual COM Port (VCP) drivers,
users can easily access the UART interface as

a (virtual) COM port with existing software
applications, removing the need for any
redesign. The FTDI D2XX drivers are also

8

available to support application develop-
ment using high-level software languages.
FTDI's royalty free drivers include Micro-
soft WHQL certified drivers for Window
based operating systems, as well as drivers
for Linux and Mac OS operating systems.
All drivers are freely available for download
from www.ftd ich i p.com/ FTDrivers. htm.
All cables are FCCi CE compliant. The range
of USB to UART cables includes:

. TTL-232RC-VSW3V3-WE: U5B cable with
wire-ended UART connections at +3.3V
voltage levels and +3.3 V / 50 mA rated
power output. Available now. Pricing
$21.O7 for single quantity.

. TTL-232RC-VREC3V3-WE: USB cable with
wire-ended UART connections at +3.3V
voltage levels and +3.3 V i 250mA rated
power output. Available now. Pricing
$24.64 for single quantity.

. TTL-232RG-VREC1V8-WE: USB cable with
wire-ended UART connections at +1.8 V
voltage levels and +1.8 V / 100 mA rated
power output. Available now. Pricing
$24.64 for single quantity.

. TTL-232RC-VSW5V-WE: USB cable with
wire-ended UART connections at +5 V
voltage levels and +5 V / 450 mA rated
power output. Quantities available in
August.

. TTL-232RG-VIP-WE: USB cable with wire-
ended UART output connections at user
supplied voltage levels. Available now.
Pricing $19.45 for single quantity.

www.ftdichip.com
(roo554-Vlll)

Silabs: wireless remote
control on a chip
Silicon Laboratories lnc. have introduced an
EZRadio@ wireless lC solution designed to
reduce the cost and complexity of one-way
wireless links used in a wide range of con-
sumer, industrial and automotive systems.
The new Si4010 system-on-chip (SoC) RF

transmitter enables developers to optimize
remote keyless entry (RKE), garage door
opener, remote control, building automa-
tion and security device designs forthe low-
est system cost and highest performance
while ensuring one-way link integrity.
The Si4010 RF transmitter is the industry's
first single-chip remote control lC requir-
ing only one external bypass capacitor, a

printed circuit board, battery and external
case with pushbuttons to create a complete

wireless remote control. Based on a pat-
ented crystal-less architecture, the 5i4010
achieves +1 50 ppm carrier frequency accu-
racy over the commercial temperature
range and 1250 ppm over the industrial
temperature range - twice the accuracy of
traditional surface acoustical wave (SAW)-
based transmitters - without using an
external crystal.

iirt'1!,'=-r,irip t J')t?t ?tt
;'-'. I I ), != t,u t t t r u l- ) t:

The 5i4010 transmitter SoC is best paired
with Silicon Labs' new Si431 x RF receivers to
enable a transmitter/receiver solution that
substantially reduces the total bill of mate-
rials (BOM) and saves valuable board space
for one-way link systems operating in the
sub-GHz range (from 27 to 960 MHz). The
Si431x receivers' state-of-the-art integra-
tion requires only two external antenna-
matching components, a crystal and a

bypass capacitor while eliminating the need
for costly RF SAW and lF ceramic filters.
The 5i4010 is the first SoC transmitter with
automatic antenna tuning, featuring a pat-
ented tuning circuit that automatically fine
tunes the antenna for optimum transmit
efficiency and constant output power. Vari-
ations in transmit frequency due to PCB

loop antenna manufacturing tolerances and
environmental variations can lead to sig-
nificant antenna inefficiencies and wasted
power. The Si4010's antenna tuning circuit
continuously maximizes antenna efficiency
by adjusting an on-chip variable capacitor
to resonate with the antenna's inductance.
The Si40'l 0 supports programmable edge
rate control for on-off keying (OOK) mode
to reduce harmonic emissions and comply
with governmental RF regulations. lt also
outperforms competing discrete solutions,
offering +10 dBm output power, excep-
tional range and robust links.
The 5i40'l 0 contains an embedded
8051-compatible MCU core with 4 kB
of RAM, 8 kB of one-time programma-
ble (OTP) non-volatile memory, a 128-bit
EEPROM and 12 kB of ROM for library func-
tions. These ROM-based functions enable
developers to easily implement complex

il
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features such as security encryption into
their remote controls by using proven code
to reduce risk and development time. The

MCU's on-chip digital peripherals include
. wake-on-touch general-purpose l/Os

(CPlOs), a patented 20-bit EEPROM coun-
ter providing one million cycles of read/
write endurance, an LED driver, sleep tim-
ers, a debugger and a high-speed 1 28-bit
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) accel-

erator for secure one-way links.

To accelerate the development of one-way
link products, Silicon Labs offers a rich set of
hardware and software tools including the
4010-DASKF_434 evaluation kit to dem-
onstrate RKE fob functionality, the 4010-
DAAKF_434 evaluation kit to demonstrate
AES encryption functionality in RKE fobs,
and the 4010-DKKF-434 development kit
providing a comprehensive Si4010 software
development t*' 

f,lilii]L.com/pr/wireress.
(rooss+-Xll)

Well kitted amplifier
Piccolo is a new 50 watt amplifier kitset
from ltalian kitset specialist APPSI using the
famous 1M3886 amplifier chip to create a

great sounding, easy to build amplifier. Fea-

tures that make the piccolo great sounding
and easy to build include low negative feed-
back; most of the existing 'gainclone' kit-
sets "borrow" from the design of the almost
mythicalJapan ese'47 Lab' amplifiers which

used the 1M3875. While using roughly the
same circuit, the Piccolo uses less negative
feedback which makes it unconditionally
stable. This contributes to its sound having
a great sense of'ease'. Yet retaining low dis-

tortion (0.03%) and generous bandwidth.
The Piccolo's power supply is integrated in
each 90x90mm (approx. 4" sq) mono-block
module. As the power supply of any ampli-
fier is actually part of the circuit, integrat-
ing it can have large benefits in keeping the
circuit short and noise to a minimum. Small

pov,er supply capacitors are paralleled to
give better performance than single large
ones-
\\'hile these modules can be built in to the
dedicated ezPowerrM chassis to form a ste-
reo amplifier. they are ideal for active loud-
speakers and their small size is great for
quality multi channel systems.
The amplifier design cuts down on the wir-
ing and possibility for mistakes. Piccolo
manages to provide excellent performance

NEWS & NEW PRODUCTS
I

Xbee SIP adapter

Parallax's new XBee 5lP Adapter (#32402: $24.99) is a

fully-assembled, sma ll-footprint solution for inter-
facing the most commonly-used XBee module fea-
tures with your 3.3 V or 5 V microcontrollers. With
many XBee adapters on the market, Parallax gave this
design very careful consideration to the specification to
customize the product for educational and hobby uses.

The 2 x 5 dual SIP header makes a sturdy connection to your breadboard or through-
hole board, and brings the basic connections to your prototyping area witho-ut taking
up a lot of space. The more advanced XBee features are still accessible, through addi-

tional headers on the module.
Features:
. Onboard 3.3 V regulator
. 5 V to 3.3 V logic translator buffers common l/O pins
. Six status indicator LEDs for Power, Tx, Rx, RSSI, Associate and mode (Sleep/ON)
. Small footprint dual 5lP header provides support and allows easy interfacing to DOUT

(TX), DIN (RX), RTS, 5 V supply and ground
. 5-pin female header connections provides interfacing to other XBee pins such as

sleep, reset and associate
. A row of 10 plated through-holes with 0.1" spacing allows the option of soldering

jumper wires or a header (not included) for access to the remaining XBee pins in

advanced applications
. An additional plated through-hole gives access to 3.3 V output for ADC reference

(VREF) when required
. Adapter board is pre-assembled - no soldering required for using most common

XBee features
. Compatible with all Parallax microcontrollers, including the 5 V BASIC Stamp mod-

ules and 3.3 V Propeller P8X32A
www.parallax.com

(roo639-l)

with remarl<ably few components. The only
extra electrical component you need is a

transformer.
The build is made even easier as the
PCB slots straight into the 50 mm high
ezPowerrM heatsink chassis from New Zea-

land company Design Build Listen who also

distribute the kits, meaning no metalworl<-
ingisneeded' 

wwv.designbuirdristen.com

http:// home.teletu. it/APP5l/APPSlweb.html

(too639-ll)
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NEWS & NEW PRODUCTS

New function
design

image supports NXDNB

CML Microcircuits has
announced the release
of a new Function
lmage forthe CMX7131
and CMX7141 lCs sup-
porting the develop-
ment of NXDN compat-
ible digital voice radio
equipment.
Called NXDN, its com-
mon air interface (CAl)
is a result of a joint development between Kenwood Corporation
and ICOM lncorporated. NXDN digital radio equipment supports
commercial Private Land Mobile Radio (PLMR/LMR) to serve light
commercial, more demanding business and industry, and public
safety applications, even on 6.25 kHz channels. The technology sat-
isfies the US Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Part 90
'narrowbanding' requirements; as of December 2009, 70,000 RF

channel licenses were approved for NXDN operation. CML is com-
mitted to the promotion, support and development of this exciting
new radio technology.
The CMX7131 and CMX7141 are digital PMR processors built on
CML's proprietary FirmASlC technology and are suitable for use
in a number of digital radio systems now including NXDN. FirmA-
SIC component technology enables on-chip sub-systems to be
configured by a Function lmage, a data file that is uploaded during
device initialisation that defines the device's function and feature
set. This technology provides the flexibility for the CMXTi 31 and
CMX7141 to support dPMR, DCR and NXDN radios as well as ana-
logue two-way radios.
The new Function lmage developed by CML provides a number
of features very important to NXDN design, including: a high per-
formance 4FSK data pump supporting soft-decision coding mode
(which improves the reliability of the data link) and integrated RRC

filters; a high performance, autonomous AFSD that greatly simplifies
host microcontroller development and risk, differentiating between
frame sync cases, which can also reduce an NXDN receiver's aver-
age Rx power consumption; a voice codec (ADC and DAC) for micro-
phone/speaker paths to complement an externalAMBE-3000 voco-
der device and integrated auxiliary functions that reduce total BOM
cost and size.

As an aside, the Chairman of the NXDN Forum recently announced
that the NXDN Forum and the dPMR MoU have agreed to collabo-
rate on issues of common interest in the promotion of 6.25 kHz
FDMAtechnology. CML has made available, on it's website, a down-
loadable brochure describing ETSI's role in Digital Private Mobile
Radio (dPMR)available in English, French, ltalian and Spanish.

www.cmlmicro.com www.nxdn-forum.com (loo639-lv)

Mobile lighting controller
The 453676 from austriamicrosystems is a highly lntegrated Light-
ing Management Unit (LMU)with Ambient Light Sensing (ALS) and
Dynamic Luminance Scaling (DLS). The chip integrates 13 current
sinks, a high-efficiency step-up DC-DC converter and high-power

charge-pump, an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and a pro-
grammable low drop-out regulator (LDO), all incorporated with
advanced algorithms for high-efficiency display and keypad back-
light, funlight, smartlight and other advanced portable illumination
a nd indication effects.
The integration of the main illumination features facilitates con-
trolling all mobile lighting with a single chip. This simplifies hard-
ware and software development time and shortens time to mar-
ket. The features and flexibility of the 453676 make it well suited
for a number of portable consumer electronic products, includ-
ing mobile phones, mobile TV's, mobile DVD players, mobile CPS
devices, and MP3 players.
With both ALS and
DLS supported
by the AS3676,
power conservation
through automatic
adjustment of back-
lighting and other
LED functions is
greatly simplified. ln
addition, built-in fea-
tures like automatic
dimming, pattern
generation and audio sync function enable eye catching visual effects
with minimum load on the baseband processor.
The AS3676 is available in a CS-WLP30, 3x2.5 mm package. lt oper-
ates over a wide 3.0 to 5.5 V supply range, and over a temperature
range of -30 to +85 'C.

www.a ustria m icrosystems.com/ LMU/A53676

(roo639-lll)
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Computer Controlled / Standalone Unipo' 8-Ch Serial lsolated l/O Relay Module

lnfrared RC Relay Board
lndividually control 12 on-
board relays with included
infrared remote control unit
ioggle or momentary. 15m+
range. 1 12x122mm. Supply: 1 2Vdc/0. 5A
Kit Order Code: 3142KT - €59.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3142 - €69.95

New! 4-Channel Serial Port Temperature
Monitor & Controller RelaY Board
4 channel computer
serial port temperature
monitor and relay con-
troller with four inputs
for Dallas DSlBS20 or
DS18820 digital ther-
mometer sensors (€3.95 each). Four 5A
rated relay channels provide output control.
Relays are independent of sensor channels,
allowing flexibility to setup the linkage in any
way you choose. Commands for reading
temperature and relay control sent via the
RS232 interface using simple text strings.
Control using a simple terminal / comms
program (Windows HyperTerminal) or our
free Windows application software.
Kit Order Code: 3190KT - €69.95

USB & Serial Port PIC Programmer
USB/Serial connection. Header cable for
ICSP. Free Windows XP software. Wide
range of supported PlCs - see website for
complete listing. ZIF SockeVUSB lead not
included. Supply: 16-1BVdc.
Kit Order Code: 3149EKT - €49.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3149E - €59.95

USB'All-Flash' PIC Programmer
USB PIC programmer for all
'Flash' devices. No external
power supply making it trulY
portable. Supplied with box and
Windows Software. ZIF Socket
and USB lead not included.
Assembled Order Code: AS3128 - €49'95

See website for full range of PIG & ATMEL
Programmers and development tools.

lar Stepper Motor Driver
Drives any 5-35Vdc 5, 6 or
8-lead unipolar stePPer
motor rated up to 6 AmPs.
Provides speed and direc-
tion control. Operates in stand-alone or PC-
controlled mode for CNC use. Connect up to
six 3179 driver boards to a single parallel
port. Board supply: 9Vdc. PCB: 80x50mm.
Kit Order Code: 31 79KT - t'|5.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3179 - 822'95

Computer Controlled Bi-Polar Stepper
Motor Driver
Drive any 5-50Vdc, 5 AmP
bi-polar stepper motor us-
ing externally suPPlied 5V
levels for STEP and Dl-
RECTION control. Opto-
isolated inputs make it ideal for CNC applica-
tions using a PC running suitable software.
Board supply: 8-30Vdc. PCB: 75x85mm.
Kit Order Code: 3158KT - €23.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3158 - €33'95

Bi-Directional DC Motor Controller (v2)
Controls the speed of
most common DC
motors (rated up to
32Vdc, 10A) in both
the forward and re-
verse direction. The

range of control is from fully OFF to fully ON
in both directions. The direction and speed
are controlled using a single potentiometer.
Screw terminal block for connections.
Kit Order Code: 3166v2KI - 822.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3166v2 - €32.95

DC Motor Speed Controller (100V/7.5A)
Control the speed of
almost any common
DC motor rated up to
100V/7.5A. Pulse width
modulation output for
maximum motor torque

a: a sceeds. Supply: 5-15Vdc. Box supplied
I -:-s cns (mm): 60Wx100Lx60H.
1.'. ?':e'Code: 3067KT - e18.95
:ss:-: ec Order Code: 453067 - €26'95

Computer controlled 8-
channel relay board. 5A
mains rated relay outputs. 4
isolated digital inputs. Useful

P in a varietv of control and
til sensing applications. Con-

trolled via serial port for programming (using
our new Windows interface, terminal emula-
tor or batch files). lncludes plastic case
130x100x30mm. Power SuPPIY:

12Vdc/500mA.
Kit Order Code: 3108KT - €69.95
Assembled Order Code: AS310B - €84.95

Computer Temperature Data Logger
4-channel temperature log-
ger for serial port. "C or'F.
Continuously logs up to 4
separate sensors located
200m+ from board. Wide

rEnge ot tree software applications for stor-
ing/using data. PCB just 45x45mm. Powered
by PC. lncludes one DS1820 sensor.
Kit Order Code: 3145KT - €19.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3145 - €26'95
Additional DSlB20 Sensors - €3.95 each

Rolling Code 4-Channel UHF Remote
State-of-the-Art. High security.
4 channels. MomentarY or
latching relay outPut. Range
up to 40m. Up to 15 Tx's can
be learnt by one Rx (kit in-
cludes one Tx but more avail-
able separately). 4 indicator LED 's. Rx: PCB
77x85mm, 12Vdc/6mA (standby). Two and
Ten channel versions also available.
Kit Order Code: 31B0KT - €49'95
Assembled Order Code: AS31B0 - €59.95

DTMF Telephone RelaY Switcher
Call your phone num-
ber using a DTMF
phone from anywhere
in the world and re-
motely turn on/off any
of the 4 relays as de-
sired. User settable Security Password, Anti-
Tamper, Rings to Answer, Auto Hang-up and
Lockout. lncludes plastic case. Not BT ap-
proved. 1 30xl 10x30mm. Power: 12Vdc.
Kit Order Code: 3140KT - €74.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3140 - €89.95



NEWS & NEW PRODUCTS

Handheld spectrum
analyzer with
frequency coverage up
to 43GHz
Anritsu Company introduces the
MS272xC Spectrum Master series
that provides the broadest frequency
range ever available in a handheld
spectrum analyzer. Providing fre-
quency coverage up to 43 GHz in an
instrument that weighs less than 8
lbs., the MS272xC series is also designed with an assortment of
applications to test the RF physical layer, making it easier than
ever for field technicians, monitoring agencies and engineers to
monitor over-the-air signals, locate interferers, and detect hid-
den transmitters.
The MS272xC Spectrum Master is a vastly superior product com-
pared to existing handheld and benchtop spectrum analyzers. To
further lighten the load, the MS272xC Spectrum Master is inte-
grated with a spectrum analyzer, and can be ordered with a chan-
nel scanner and interference analyzerto conduct all common field
measurements, eliminating the need for multiple instruments.

A number of 3Gl4G options can be
easily incorporated into the hand-
held spectrum analyzers to measure
LTE, HSPA+, W-CDMA, CDMA/EV-DO,
CSM/EDGE, TD-SCDMA/HSDPA, and
WiMAX signals.
Users can monitor and measure the
spectrum quickly, as the MS2726C
Spectrum Master has a fast sweep
time of 27 seconds for a 43 GHz span
with a 30 kHz RBW. Accuracy is not
sacrificed for speed, however, as the
MS2726C delivers excellent phase

noise of -'l 00 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz offset at 1 GHz and dynamic range
of 104 dB. The M5272xC series utilizes the field-proven Spectrum
Master design. A rugged housing can withstand the day-to-day
operations associated with field use and its light weight makes
it easy to carry the MS272xC analyzer up towers. lt has a field-
replaceable long-life battery and wide operating temperature
of -10 to +55 degrees celcius. A large daylight viewable display
makes it easy for users to see results in any environment. Display
modes include a red night vision mode a black and white mode
as well as two full color modes.

www.anritsu.com (loo639-Vl)
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The fanDus Peak Atlas, now wfth ftted plemium probes
Just connect any way round to rdentf/ the t/pe of
semiconductor, plnout and
lots of parameters too.
Complete with
battery user
guide and probes

Darlingtons
MOSFETS
Diodes
Transistors
LEDs
and more...

Measure capacitance and ESR to f
troublesome capacitors. Great for

short-tracing too. ESR measurement
resolution down to 0.01 ohms.

NEW! Auto analysis-start!

-6
/Ht--J

Peak Electronic Design Ltd,
West Road Flouse,

Buton, Derbyshire, SK17 6HF

,rlA\""r:rififf"'Tt,rr*:'i,:,i,r \ ryi
Our LCR and ESRS now feature our
universal 2mm plug connectors. You

can securely connect a very wide
range of probes, hooks, crocs, sharp

prods, tweezers.
'"lou can even upgra& your exi$ing unit,

book online or se us at Hamfest"

Passive component analyser.
Automatically identifo and measure
inductors, capacitors and resistors.

Auto frequency selection for analysing at
DC, 1kHz, 1SkHz or 200kHz.

NEW Universal 2mm probe connectors
Supplied with hook-probes, fitted battery

and illustrated user guide.

lnductance: 1uH - 1oH BasicAccuracy:

capacitance: 1pF - lo,ooouF n:?:gif'"',i
Resistance: 1 Ohms - 2M Capacitancei 1.5%

A
As featured in \ New 2mm probe

Eleffior \ Connec,tionsl
LCR Shootout!

ro-201o elektor



From the makers of Elektor!
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While not exactly a brand-new design, the
type (NE)5532 dual operational amplifier
(opamp) is a very capable device giving
low distortion with good load-driving
capabilities, and a remarkably good noise
performance. lt is only quite recently
that better opamps for audio worl< have
become available. While these can give
truly outstanding results, the cheapest
of them costs ten times more than the
5532, which is available at a remarkably

14

low price - in fact it is one of the cheapest
opamps, because it is so widely used in
audio applications.
It should be mentioned at once that the
obvious limitation with using opamps
to drive loudspeakers is that the output
voltage swing is limited compared with a

conventional power amplifier, and using a

single-ended array of 5532s will give about
1 5 Wrms into 8 O. This output can be greatly
extended by using two such amplifiers in

By Douqlas Self (UK)

bridge mode; one amplifier is driven with
an inverted input signal so the voltage
difference between the two amplifier
outputs will be doubled, and the power
output is quadrupled to about 60 Wrms

into 8 Q. This should be enough for most
domestic hifi situations.
The other unalterable limit set by the
opamps is the maximum output current, set

by the internal overload protection. A single

5532 section (one half of the dual package)

1o-2oro elektor



Specification - per channel, 8 ohm load
Supply voltage

lnput sensitivity

lnput impedance

Output power, sinewave

Output power bandwidth

Slew rate

Rise time

Signal/noise ratio

Harmonic distortion + noise

118.3 V

- unbalanced

- balanced

- unbalanced

- balanced

- 0.1 % THD

.1 %THD

Dynamic lM distortion

Damping factor

DC-protection

Quiescent current

unbalanced and balanced line inputs, and

the power amplifier itself, which is divided
into a +22.7 dB gain stage and an array of
paralleled output opamps configured as

voltage-followers, giving the maximum
amount of negative feedback around them
to minimise distortion. Let's have a look at
the various sections ofthe circuit.

The unbalanced input
This consists simply of RF filter Rl , C1 and

DC-drain R2, which are directly connected
to the gain stage when JP1 is in the
'unbalanced' position.
The balanced input
This amplifier is an innovative design that
gives very low noise. The conventional
balanced input stage built with four 10 kO
resistors and a 5532 opamp has a far
worse noise performance than a simple
unbalanced input, and is also much noisier
than most power amplifiers; output noise

is approximately -104 dBu. This balanced

840 mV (l6 W, 1 % THD)

833 mV (16 W, 1 % THD)

38.8 kf)

93.6 kO

16W
'16.8 W

1 .5 Hz - 275 kHz

' 5 V/ps

lntermodulation distortion - 0.0012% (1 W)

- (50 Hz :7 kHz= 4: 1)0.0015% (8 W)

(1 W ref.)

- i08 dB (B=22H2-22\<Hz linear/unweighted)

- 0.0005% (B = 22 kHz,1 kHz, 1 W)

- 0.0009% (B = 80 kHz, 1 kHz, i W)

- 0.0004% (B = 22\<Hz, 1 kHz, 8 W)

- 0.0005% (B = 80 kHz, 1 kHz, 8 W)

- 0.003 % (B = 80 kHz, 20 kHz, 8 W)

4ps

110dBA

-0.0011%(r w)
- (3.15 kHz square wave + 15 kHz sine wave) 0.0035% (8 W)

- 194 (1 kHz)

-111 (20kHz)

11.5 V

300 mA

amplifier here solves this problem partly
by the use of a dual balanced stage (lC5A,

lC5B) amplifier that partially cancels the
uncorrelated noise from each amplifier,
giving a 3 dB noise reduction, and in a

similar way improves the CMRR; it also
uses much lower resistor values than usual
(820 O instead of 10 kA)which produces less

johnson noise in the first place. This is only
possible because it is driven by unity-gain
buffers lC4A, lC4B, which also allowthe input
impedances to be much higher than usual,
preventing loading of external equipment
and further improving the CMRR. The
noise output is less than -1 12 dBu, an 8 dB

im provement over conventional tech nology.

The gain stage
The main input amplifier is another
innovative design that achieves very low
distortion by spreading the gain required
over three stages. +22.7 dB could easily be

obtained with one opamp but 5532s are not

will drive 500 A to the full voltage output,
though it is advisable to keep the loading
lighter than this to maintain low distortion
at high levels. lf 4 o operation is required,
twice as many opamps must be used to
supply the doubled current demand. This
also applies to bridged operation into 8 Q.

The system is designed so that either single-
ended or bridged operation can be used; the
basic design described here gives a working
stereo amplifier with just three PCBs. The

amplifier cards can be paralleled without
problems, and facilities are provided to
connect more PCBs in parallel for driving
low-impeda nce spea kers.

Overload protection is inherent in the
lDamps, but output relays are used for on/
c" muting and to protect loudspeakers
against a DC fault.

The schematic in Figure 1 shows one channel

of the complete amplifier, which consists of

elektor ro-zoro 15
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Figure 1. Power is indeed in numbers:

circuit diagram of the basic NE5532 audio
amplifier (one channel shown).
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D8 ... 016 = 1N4148

.1 gv 100124 - 12

Figure 2. The symmetrical power supply is dimensioned for the 2x1 5-watt, 8 ohm basic
version of the amplifier.

outputs joined by 1 O current-sharing
resistors. These combining resistors are
outside the 5532 negative-feedback loops,
and you might wonder what effect they
will have on the output impedance of
the amplifier. A low output impedance is

always a good thing, but not because ofthe
so-called 'damping factor'which is largely
meaningless as the speaker coil resistance
always dominates the circuit resistance.
'Damping factor'is defined as load
impedance divided by output impedance;
we have 64 times 1 C) resistors in parallel,
giving an overall output impedance of
0.0156 O. This gives a theoretical damping
factor of 8 / 0.01 56 = 51 2, very good by any
standards. The wiring to the loudspeaker
sockets will have more resistance than this!

The output opamps may be directly
soldered into the board to save cost and
give better conduction of heat from the
opamp package to the copper tracks.
However, on the prototype built in the
Elektor labs, high quality sockets were used.
Having a lot of opamps in parallel could
make fault-finding difficult- if there is one
bad opamp out of 32 then you are likely
to have to do a lot of unsoldering (or lC

unplugging) to find it. The opamp array
is therefore split up into four sections of
eight opamps, which are joined together
by jumpers K5-K'l 2, so on average you
would only need to unsolder (or pull out)
four opamps to find a defective one. ln my
many years of experience with it the 5532
has proven a very reliable opamp, and I

think such failures will be very rare indeed.
There is an output choke L1 for stability
into capacitive loads, and catching diodes
Dl-D2 to prevent damage from voltage
transients when current-limiting into
reactive loads.

The output relay and its control
The output mute relay RE1 protects the
loudspeakers against a DC offset fault
and gives a slow-on, fast-off action so no
transients are passed to the loudspeakers
at power-up or power-down. The relay is

controlled from the power supply board.
With reference to Figure 2, at power-up
R17 charges C24 slowly to give a turn-on
delay. ln operation C21 is charged and

completely distortion-free, and the THD
would be significant.
The first stage (lC1A, lC1 B) gives +10.7 dB
of gain; the two outputs are combined by
R8, R9 to give a 3 dB noise advantage, as in
the balanced amplifier. The second stage
lC2A gives +6 dB of gain. The gain is less to
maximise negative feedback because the
signal level is now higher. lC2B is a unity-
gain buffer which prevents the 1 kQ input
impedance of final gain stage lC3B from
loading the output of lC2A and causing
distortion. lC2B is less vulnerable to loading
because it has maximal negative-feedback.
lC3B gives the final +6 dB of gain; it is used
in shunt-feedback mode to avoid the

r8

common-mode distortion which would
otherwise result from the high signal levels
here. lt has a 'zero-impedance'output, with
HF feedback via C8 but LF feedback via R1 3,
so crosstalk is kept to a minimum while
maintaining stability with load capacitance.
The output at K3 is phase-inverted and can
be used for bridging.
lC3A is a unity-gain inverting stage which
corrects the signal phase. The output is also
of the'zero-impedance' type.

The power amplifier
The power amplifier consists of thirty-two
5532 dual opamps (i.e. 64 opamp sections)
working as voltage-followers, with their

'ro-2o1o elektor



T3 is on; when the AC power is removed
C21 discharges rapidly, T3 turns off, and

D8 turns on T4-T5, which discharge C24

and cause the output relay contacts to be

opened immediately. Even a brief AC power

interruption gives the full turn-on delay.

Normally T4 and T5 are off and D.l 5 non-

conducting, but if a DC offset fault applies

either a positive or negative voltage via R1 3

or Rl4, T4-T5 turn on and the relays are

opened at once to protect the loudspeakers.

Again referring to the circuit diagram of the
power supply unit in Figure 2, the 118 V
symmetrical supply is regulated by two type
1T1083 TO3-P positive regulators. When

a 5532 sees one supply rail disappear, this
opamp can get into an abnormal state in

which it draws excessive current. This could

obviously be catastrophic with this design,
so the PSU incorporates a mutual-shutdown
facility which shuts off each supply rail if the

other has collapsed due to short-circuiting or

any other cause. lfthe positive rail collapses,

T2 turns on and disables the negative supply.

lf the negative rail collapses, T1 turns on and

disables the positive supply.

This project uses quite a lot of 5532s; 37 in
each channel, but that does not mean the
cost is excessive. ln Creat Britain, 5532s
can be had from Rapid ttl for 24 p each at
100-off (Rapid are prepared to deal with
anyone who has a credit card) This means

that the cost of all the opamps would be

about t1 8.00.

Next month's closing instalment will cover
approaches to constructing the amplifier
on circuit boards, some performance
figures obtained from our high-end test
equipment, and an outline of challenges
to those of you wishing to modify the
amplifier for higher output powers and/or
lower output impedance. Meanwhile this
month's E-Lobs lnside section has a page

or so on issues with electrolytic capacitors
encountered while the first prototype ofthe
amplifier was tested.

(roorz4)

1 . www.rapidonline.com
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Labvl EW Embedded
forARM pGs

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

Clemens Valens (Elektor France)

lf you think LabVlEW can only be used for

prod uci ng attractive ma n/ mach i ne interfaces for

esoteric applications, then this article is for you.

lf you are interested in easy programming for

powerful microcontrollers, then you should read

on too. And even if you haven't the least idea what

LabVlEW is, don't just turn the page, for it's well

worth tal<ing a lool< at this tool.

LabVlEW is flagship product from National lnstruments. Originally
designed as a tool for driving measuring benches and displaying
data, LabVlEW has evolved a great deal in twenty-odd years and
has become a powerful, unique graphic programming language.
It's the only tool on the market that mal<es it possible to develop
an application on a computer, FPCA, or microcontroller using the
same language and the same programming methods. lt's what is

known as a multiplatform language.
A program 'written' in LabVlEW Embedded for ARM looks just like
any other application written in LabVlEW, with a user interface and
a diagram. ln the case of an embedded application, the front panel
may represent the board's peripherals, like a switch or an LED, but
also debugging elements like variables. ln LabVlEW Embedded,
the user interface is only used for simulating and debugging the
application.
To give you an idea just what a LabVlEW for ARM program looks
like, take a look atthe screen snapshots illustrating this article. lt's
a very simple application that compares twice the voltage (com-

m,,
ing from the potentiometer on the board)with a threshold value.
lf the value is above this threshold, an LED lights up. The doubled
voltage is also sent to the analogue output (don't forget to remove
the loudspeaker jumper).

The magenta blocks (Figure 'l 
) are the elementary l/Os correspond-

ing to one pin of the microcontroller. LabVlEW offers a number of
predefined ones, like the LEDs, but you can add your own - for
example, for a relay. The green LED in the diagram is an element
that appears on the front panel (Figure 2). lt mirrors LEDl on the
board. On the front panel there are also the 'threshold' and 'output'
boxes. These are program variables that are not accessible on the
board, but which can be modified or displayed during debugging.
The '2' and 'i 00' boxes are constants, and the triangles are math-
ematical or logic operations.

The large grey rectangle represents a loop (note the arrow at the
bottom right-hand corner). Everything within the rectangle is

io

io

. DVD-ROl\il with LabVlEW and the LabVlEW Embedded for
ARM module: these are Nl tools that let you program an ARM

microcontroller board in a graphical fashion.
. l(eil pLVision RealView microcontroller development l<it: this

is a standard integrated development environment (lDE) for
programming a microcontroller in C/C++, assembler, etc. The IDE

is called prVision, the toolchain is RealView.
. ULINI(z USB-JTAG adaptor for programming the microcontroller

and debugging the application.
. ARM microcontroller evaluation board. There are two models:

the N4CBz37oU from l(eil based on the LPCz378 (ARMTTDMI-S)

from NXP, and the EK-1M358962 (Cortex-M3), a Texas

lnstruments thoroughbred.
. lnstructions and two USB cables.

Price of the l<it as shown: € 8,949

For more details: www.ni.com/arm

LabVlEW Fmbedded also exists

for PSD and for-32-bit microprccessors.

1o-2o1o elektor
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trVlsion RealView can be implemented without LabVlEW and mal<es

it possible to develop applications for other boards or your own hard-

ware using an ARI\4 pC in the 'traditional' way. At the time of writ-

. rng, RealView supported over 260 processors with ARM7, ARM9, or

Cortex-M3 cores. The l<it includes a time-unlimited licence with one

year's technical support from l(eil (renewable).

LabvlEW Embedded for ARM, on the other hand, requires use of

pVision (supplied with the kit), except in simulation mode. The link

repeated until the loop is ended. Here the loop never ends, since
the stop condition (the red hexagon) is closed by the green box con-

taining the value'False', where a value of 'True'is needed to exitthe
loop. The loop is clocked by the little metronome, which operates
in such a way that it is run every'l 00 ms.
LabVlEW is multitasking, which explains why the real-time operat-

between LabVltWforARM and prVision is RTM from l(eil, a real-time

operating system for microcontrollers. The program in LabVlEW is

translated into a program in C which relies heavily on R'lM. This is

the program that is compiled by RealView into an executable for the

microcontroller. Without the RTM libraries (or compatible ones, all

you have to do is write them...), it won't worl<. Note that the source

codes for your LabVlEW program translated into C are accessible for

i nspection.

tool (part of the CNU toolchain forARM, not LabVlEW) gives a size

of just over 34 KB. An application consisting of just an empty infi-
nite loop produces a 14 KB executable and the compilation time
is just as long.

Of course, LabVlEW Embedded's real interest is for more com-

Figure 1 . Diagram for the test application. Figure 2. The test application user interface during debugging.

ing system from Keil (see box) is needed to produce the executable plex applications. A large number of functions (PSD, TCP/lP, serial

for the microcontroller. To illustrate this multitasking aspect, a sec port, maths, etc.) are availa ble a nd ready to use. lf you're short of
ond loop has been added which
continually interrogates the
board's push-button and which
lights LED2 when the button
is pressed. The two loops run
i ndependently of each other.
Compiling this simple applica-
- :,n takes an astonishingly long
.:-..e - over a minute on the
:.st computer (everr though
i s a fairly recent laptop: lntel

Wq
The fact that LabVlEW is a graphical programming language

doesn't mean it is child's play, even though Nl has gone to great

lengths to explain everything properly. So do mal<e sure you read

the short instructions supplied in the kit, and don't forget that a

riqht-click can be helpfulat alltimes.

a function, you can create it
yourself or import it via a third-
party DLL (your own, for exam-
ple). LabVlEW Embedded can
be adapted to your hardware;
the evaluation board included
in the kit is just one example.
Once you've mastered Lab-
VIEW Embedded, you have an

extremely powerful tool at you r

disposal. However, do make
Pentiu m T42 00 @ 2 CHz,4 CB RAM, Windows XP Pro 5P3). This sure you use a powerful computer, otherwise the time you've saved

is due to the C compiler, which has a large number of files to pro- in programming will be wasted waiting for it to compile.
cess. The executable produced is in ELF format. The 'arm-elf-size' hoo::u )
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Measure That Current!
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Twenty
AC/ DC clamp meters

on the test bench
By Harry Baggen (Elektor Netherlands Editorial)

Everyone who has anything to do with electronics has at least a multimeter at home and on the worl<

table. But what about a clamp meter? These instruments are often just as versatile as multimeters,

and they aren't limited to currents of a few amperes. They also don't need to cost much more than a

multimeter. Here we examine the features of twenty clamp meters suitable for measuring AC and DC

current, in price classes from a few dozen pounds to several hundred pounds.

lf you ask an electronics enthusiast whether
he or she has a clamp meter, the usual
response is that they're more suitable for
electrical installers and service technicians.
Nevertheless, in many cases a clamp meter
can be just as useful as a multimeter - and
often even more useful. The current meas-
uring range of most multimeters is limited

to 10 A, which means you need to be care-
ful that you don't exceed the maximum cur-
rent rating and blow the fuse for the 'l 0-A
range or burn out the sense resistor. At the
same time, we see more and more circuits
that draw hefty currents, and this involves
more than just measuring the input cur-
rents of household appliances or other

devices connected to the AC grid. Modern
clamp meters, which are also able to meas-
ure DC currents, open up a wealth of new
possibilities. For example, you can measure
the starter motor current in a car, measure
how much current an electric motor in a
model aeroplane draws from the battery, or
measure how much current the CPU on the

1o-201o elektor



motherboard of your computer guzzles. A

multimeter is not really designed to handle

any of these tasks, but a clamp meter simply

takes them in stride.

Available products
While looking through the catalogues of
instrument suppliers, we quickly noticed
that an enormous variety of clamp meters

is available. Some manufacturers have more

clamp meters than multimeters in their cat-

alogues. This suggests that there is a large

demand for these meters, the majority of
which are most likely used in the electri-
cal industry. However, as we already men-

tioned, modern clamp meters are so ver-

satile that they are also very attractive for
all sorts of electronics applications. For

instance, many modern clamp meters can

measure DC current in addition to AC cur-

rent, and most of them can also make many

other types of measurements. For example,

the group of meters we examined includes

models that can measure capacitance, fre-

quency and temperature as well as volt-
age and resistance. This makes them full-
fledged substitutes for a multimeter. The

main advantage is that they allow you to
measure much larger currents, ranging
from 1 00 to 1 000 A, so you don't have to be

constantly afraid of blowing a fuse or burn-

ing out a resistor in your meter.
We did our best to select meters in various
price classes from the enormous variety of
available instruments. All of the selected

meters can measure AC and DC current'
and they are also suitable for measuring
relatively small currents in the low ampere

range. We also included a few clamp-on
current probes (also with combined AC/DC

capability), which do not have their own
display but can be connected to an existing

multlmeter or to an oscilloscoPe.

O peration
The mechanical construction of a clamp
meter ls very similar to that of a power
tra nsformer. The jaws or yoke of the meter
usually consist of a laminated metal core

with a circular or elliptical shape, which is

divided into two parts so the jaws can be

opened and the conductor to be measured

elektor ro-zoto
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Figure 1 . Operating principle of a clamp meter: a transformer with primary and secondary- 
windings (a). ln most modern meters, the secondary winding is replaced

by one or two Hall sensors (b).

can be positioned inside the core. When

a current flows through the conductor, it
induces a magnetic field, and the laminated
core conveys this field to a small measur-
ing coil (with several turns) that is wound
on the core (see Figure 1a). The strength
ofthe current flowing through this second-

ary winding can be read from a meter con-

nected to the measuring coil. The amount
of current flowing through the primary con-

ductor can be determined from the winding

ratio of the two coils.

ln most modern clamp meters, the measur-

ing coil is replaced by a Hall sensor (a semi-

conductor device that is sensitive to mag-

netic fields). Depending on the design and

the accuracy of the meter, one or two Hall

sensors are placed in the air gaps between

the two parts of the laminated core (Fig-

ure 1b). The voltage generated by the
Hall sensor is directly proportional to the
strength of the magnetic field produced by

the current in the measured conductor.
ln this way, clamp meters provide a simple

and safe means to measure relatively large

currents. Furthermore, meters that use Hall

sensors are able to measure both AC and DC

currents, and the latter capability is espe-

cially interesting for electronics enthusiasts.

Figure 2. A pair of Hall sensors are clearly

visible in the air gaps between the jaws of
this Fluke clamp meter.

Figure 4. Clamp meters are comPlex
instruments with manY adjustment

points. We counted around 'l 
5 trimpots

in this model.



CLAMP METERS

A large, professional

clamp meter with jaws

big enough for 2-inch

cables. Many extra

features, including

frequency and duty

cycle measurement,

as well as simultane-

ous read-out ofAC and

DC current or voltage on the dual display, which also has a bar

scale. Many basic settings can be configured in a seParate menu.

lncludes case and probes.

Handy, robustly built

small clamp meter

with allthe basic func-

tions but no extras.

Suitable for conduc

tors up to around 20

mm. The Peak/Hold

button function must

be selected before

switch-on, which isn't very convenient. The 'True RMS' designa-

tion on the device does not match the description in the user

guide. lncludes carrying case and probes.

Dark red, handy,

robustly built small

clamp meterwith all

the basic functions,

but no extra functions

other than voltage and

resistance. The Peak/

Hold button function

must be selected be-

fore switch-on, which isn't very convenient. Clearly written multi-

lingual user guide. Supplied with carrying case and probes.

Small clamp meter

with relatively large

jaws. With regard to

the mechanicalcon-

struction, we noticed

that the display win-

dow can be pressed

in quite easily. The

only clamp meter in

the group without autoranging or auto shut-off. Separate on/off

switch. Supplied with a temperature sensor, carrying case and

probes.

This heavy-duty clamp

meter, suitable for cur-

rents up to 2000 A, is

the benchmark device

forthis survey. The

large dual display can

show the frequency of
the measured signal at

the same time as the

measured value. Built-in low-pass filter to eliminate HF interfer-

ence. Extensive calibration rePort, case and probes included.

Hefty, bright orange

meter with capped

inputs. Many extra fea-

tures, including capac-

itance measurement,

frequency measure-

ment up to 100 MHz,

and separate inputs

for two type K ther-

mocouples (included). Built-in voltage detector for AC power volt-

age. Probes and carrying case included.
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Hefty, robustly built

clamp meter with

large jaws, from the

Italian make HT. Clear

display with a supple-

mentary bar scale for

monitoring voltage

trends. Many meas-

uring options plus a

built-in contactless voltage detector. Suitable for voltages up to

1 000 V. Temperature sensor, carrying case and probes included.

Sturdy professional

clamp meterwith

large jaws and many

functions, including

voltage, resistance, ca-

pacitance, frequency

and duty cycle. Large,

clear display with a bar

scale. Built-in contact-

less voltage detector for AC grid voltage. Supplied with carrying

case and probes.

5turdy meterwith

large jaws, fits nicely in

the hand. Clear display

with digital indicator

and analogue scale.

Unlike most of the

other meters, this one

has separate buttons

for the extra func-

tions, which is particularly convenient. Very succinct user guide.

Supplied with case and probes.

Handy, small clamp

meter designed exclu-

sively for measuring

currents up to 1 00 A.

A special feature of

this clamp meter is the

open jaws, which allow

it to be easily fitted

over a conductor (up

to 1 cm diameter). Built-in contactless voltage detector for locat-

ing live power grid wiring. With carrying case.

Handy meterwith

fairly large jaws fitted

to a wellfinished and

sturdy housing (rela-

tive to the low price).

The display is fairly

small but easy to read,

and it has a bar scale

for monitoring voltage

trends. Pity that it doesn't have a Peak button. Carrying case and

probes included.

Hefty, robust profes-

sional meterwith large

laws, suitable for thick

conductors. Large

dual display, which can

show current and volt-

age, frequency and

voltage, or current and

frequency at the same

time. Simultaneous temPerature display in'C and oF Tempera-

ture sensor, carrying case and probes included.

elektor ro-201o
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Simple, handy meter

with fairly smalljaws

(1.2 cm maximum),

suitable for measuring

relatively low currents

up to 100 A. The low-

est range is 10 A, so

even low currents can

be measured reason-

ably well. Analogue voltage output for displaying AC and DC cur-

rent signals on an oscilloscope. Probes and carrying case included.

Hefty clamp meter

with large display

and substantialjaws

with enough room for
relatively large con-

ductors. Many extra

functions, including

frequency, duty cycle

and capacitance meas-

urement.'Autoranging can be disabled. Unfortunately, there is no

button for peak readings. Temperature sensor, carrying case and

probes included.

Handy, smallclamp
meterwith reason-

ably large jaws for

conductors up to ap-

proximately 1.5 cm.

Operation somewhat

clumsy with rotary

knob and button. Sup-

plementary bar scale

on display for monitoring signal variations. Built-in pocket torch

and voltage detector for AC power voltages. Supplied with probes

and carrying case.

Hefty clamp meter

with large display and

substantialjaws suit-

able for conductors

up to 30 mm. Various

extra functions, in-

cluding frequency and

capacitance measure-

ment. Clear display

with a supplementary bar scale for monitoring voltage trends.

Plastic case, temperature sensor and probes included.

Small, simple clamp

meter limited to

measuring DC and AC

currents up to 80 A;

no autoranging. Can-

not measure voltage

or resistance. Built-in

pocket torch and con-

tactless AC power volt-

age detector. Supplied with carrying case.

5mall, handy instru-

ment for hobby use;

rotary switch does not
feel especially sturdy.

The least expensive

clamp meter in this

survey, with a large

number of measuring

functions including

frequency, duty cycle and capacitance. Built-in voltage detector

for AC power voltage. Carrying case, probes and temperature sen-

sor included.
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CLAMP METERS
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Practical test
and lab test
We tested all of the meters
in a number of practical
situations, such as measur-

ing the current draw by an

electric motor in a model
aeroplane and the starter
current of a car. These tests
revealed that a peak func-
tion is especially handy (see

tables). We also compared
the clamp meters with each

other in a test setuP that
generated reference cur-
rents of 10 A and 40 A. All

clamp meters are suitable
for use with these current
levels.

The resolution of the
meters at these current
levels is 10 or 100 mA,
whereby we must immedi-
ately mention that residual

magnetism in the measur-
ing circuit can easily cause

errors of the same order
of magnitude with DC cur-

rents. For this reason, it
is important to zero the
meter immediately before
making each DC current
measurement. NaturallY,
this problem does not arise

with AC currents.

For both DC and AC, the
accuracy of all of the clamp
meters at the current lev-

els used in the tests (or
the maximum current if
the measuring range was
smaller) was within the
tolerance specified by the
manufacturer (1 to 3%).

We expected nothing less

from the more expensive
meters, such as the Agi-
lent U1213A, Fluke 355
and Metrix M675, and they
were in fact well within
their stated specs, but we
were pleasantly surPrised
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CLAMP METERS

by the accuracy of the inex-
pensive models, such as Mas-
tech and Voltcraft.

Allclamp meters are suitable
for AC measurements at 50
or 60 Hz (AC power). Most
clamp meters can also meas-
ure currents at somewhat
higher frequencies, extend-
ing as far as a few hundred
hertz. Accuracy degrades
quickly at even higher fre-
quencies. Only a few expen-
sive clamp meters can do bet-
ter. For example, the Fluke
i30 is specified for AC current
measurement up to more
than 20 kHz.

lf you need to measure AC

currents with highly non-
sinusoidal waveforms, such
as currents in phase-control
devices, it's a good ideal to
select a clamp meter with
true RMS capability, since it
will deliver more accurate
readings.

The choice is yours
A large variety of products
are available; the prices of
the clamp meters described
here range from around
50 pounds to 750 pounds.
Which one should you
choose? Just as with multi-
meters, the prices of clamp
meters are not determined
by the manufacturing cost
alone, but also depend on
the guaranteed accuracy,
whether they have been for-
mally calibrated, and the
level of technical support.
These are all matters that
are primarily significant for
professional use, and for
hobby use you should pri-
marily look for an affordable
instrument with many fea-
tures. Absolute accuracy and
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CLAMP IVlETERS

lf you only occasionally need to make current measurements or observe current wave-
forms, a good alternative is a clamp-on current probe, which can be connected to a mul-
timeter or an oscilloscope. The cA60 from ELV 6ermany is an affordable model, priced at
about 60 pounds. lt has two measuring ranges, so sufficient output voltage is available
even with relatively low currents. The Fluke i30 is clearly intended for professional users.
This device is also well suited to measuring relatively low currents, with a measuring range
extending to 20 A. The i30 is supplied with a calibration report.

'ormal calibration are of secondary impor-
:ance for hobby use.

Among the selected meters, we noticed
striking similarities between clamp meters
of different makes, which were most likely
purchased from the same manufacturer in
Asia. This similarity is especially clear with
the Appa 30R and the Benning CM2, which
are simply the same clamp meter with dif-
ferent colours. The specifications are also
identical.

lVith the clamp meters priced under 100
pounds, we noticed that the mechanical
finishing sometimes leaves something to
be desired, and in some cases we wondered
how long the rotary or slide switches would
last. lf we assume that hobbyists won,t
make especially intensive use of a clamp
meter, the Voltcraft VC-521 and the Mas-
tech MS21 02 provide all the basic features
at a low price, and the latter in particular
has fairly good construction. Unfortunately,
they both lack a peak function, which is a
very handy feature with a clamp meter.

lf you want a somewhat sturdier and more
reliable clamp meter, you need to spend
a bit more. The Extech EX613 is the most
versatile instrument in the moderate price
range, and it can do practically anything a
normal multimeter can do. The HT 9021,
Kyoritsu 2046R and Megger DCM340 are
accurate, good and sound instruments,
but somewhat less versatile. lf you really
want to have a properly calibrated instru-
ment you can rely on, your only real choice
is the Metrix MX675 orthe Agilent U12134,
with the latter offering a lot of features for
its price. We intentionally left the Fluke 355
out of the picture, since it is in a class by
itself and serves here as a benchmark for all
the other meters we examined.

(roo+zg-l)

Price

AC/DC A

Basic accuracy

Load resistance

Max. conductor dia.

Output sensitivity

Special features

ELV CASo

t59

60A

11.5%15mA (DC)

12%t5mA (AC)

> 10 kQ

9mm

i 00 mV/A

10 mV/A

2 measuring ranges

Fluke i3o

T28O VAT

20A

+1%+2mA

>10ko
'I 9mm

100 mV/A

Available with banana

plugs or BNC connector (5

version)

The following suppliers and/or manufacturers l<indly
made products available for this article:

Agilent: wrrwagilent,com, www. bfi optilas.com

Appa: www.appatech.com, Velleman: www.velleman. be

Benning: www.benning.de, peaktech: www,peaktech.de

ELV: www.elv.de

Extech: wwwextech.com, Voltcraft: www. con ra d. n I

Fluke: www.flul<e.com

HT: www.htitalia. it, Megger: wrnrw,megger.com

Kyoritsu (Kewtech): www. kew-ltd.co jp/en/

Mastech: www. p-mastech.com

Metrix, Mu ltimetrix (www.chauvin-arnoux.com)
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FPCA SIMULATION

FPGA Design Simulation
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Simulations aTe an important part of circuit design. Circuits built with 'ordinary' components can be

simulated quite wellwith conventional simulation pacl<ages, but as soon as you add complex digital logic

to give your circuit a bit of intelligence, most conventional simulators are no longer up to the tasl<. ln such

cases, it's necessary to use an emulator to mimic the behaviour of the logic system.

By Paul Goossens (The Netherlands)

adta4l rt604!t

Whenever you use an FPCA in a design, you're dealing with more
than just hardware. An FPCA needs an internal design in order to do
something useful. ln a mannerof speaking, you personally assemble
the hardware inside the FPGA. You need special software to gener-
ate the FPCA design; this software is usually provided by the FPGA

manufacturer. Special software is also available for simulating the
internal design.

Many FPCA manufacturers offer a free version of their professional
simulation program, which has certain minor limitations compared
to the full version. For instance, there may be a limit on the maximum
number of lines of code you can use, and in many cases the simula-
tion is slower than usual. The simulation software discussed in this
article has a built-in limit of 10,000 lines of code. However, a design

3o

/i 
'.ll ,!\ &

with more than 1 0,000 lines of code is a rather large design. Even with
this restriction, you can still use the software if you split your design
into several smaller parts. You can then test these parts one at a time.

Software
For the examples described in this article, we used software that is

available free of charge on the Altera website: Quartus Web Edition
and ModelSim Altera Edition. First we'll look at what you can do with
Quartus. ln addition to generating designs, this package allows you
to simulate designs on a small scale.
lncidentally, there are also other FPGA manufacturers that offer free
simulation packages fortheirdevices. Forthe trulydemanding user,
there is a broad selection of VHDL, Verilog and mixed HDL simula-
tors available.

1o-2o1o elektor



Basic aspects
A basic consideration with FPCA

design simulation is that You are

limited to digital simulation. With
digitalsimulation, you have to con-
nect your design to test code that
provides the test signals for the
design. You can view the outPut
signals from the design under test
in a windowthat strongly resembles

a software logic analyser, but first
you need to generate suitable input
signals. With the simulator included
in the Quartus package, you can use

a graphic interface to draw the wave-

forms of these signals. After all the
signals have been defined, you can

start the simulation, which causes the
signals you just defined to be applied
to the inputs of the design.
You can choose from two oPtions for

running a simulation. The first option is a

functional simulation, which ignores the propa-

gation delays inside the FPCA. This yields clearly defined

results with ideal signal behaviour. The major advantage of this type

of simulation is that it only requires compilation of the design, so

you can ignore the place and route, optimisation and timing clo-

sure functions. This saves a lot of time with relatively large designs.

Figure 1 shows the results of a functional simulation, based on a

design for a simple shift registerwith only one output. You can see

that the signal level on the output and the state ofthe internal regis-

ter both change on the rising edge ofthe clock signal. This contrasts

with Figure 2, which shows the results of simulating the same circuit

FPGA SIMULATION

with the second option: timing simulation. This type of simulation
additionally takes the internal propagation delays of the FPGA into
account. You have to zoom in to a high magnification factor in order

to see the difference. Then you can see that the delay between the
rising edge of the clock signal and the time when the output signal

changes state is 6.006 nanoseconds. ls this fast or slow? The answer

depends on how fast your design needs to be.

Optimisation
One of the first pitfalls you encounter with a timing simulation is

that sometimes one or more signals are not visible in the simula-

tion, even though they are visible in the functional simulation. Why

do these signals disappear? This usually results from design opti-
misation by the software. Remember that the design only needs

to be compiled for a functional simulation, but several additional
steps are performed with a timing simulation, with a large num-
ber of design optimisations being made in the process. One of the
consequences may be that a particular signal is no longer present

in the FPGA.

lf you need this signal for your analysis, you can connect it to an

additional output of your design. When you do this, the software
will think that this signal must be physically present at an output
pin, so the optimisation process will not eliminate the signal' How-

ever, this may significantly alter the timing of the end result.

It's nice to know that the optimisations never change the functional-

ity of the design, so the design will not suddenly exhibit errors due

to optimisation. However, it will take up less space in the FPGA, and

it will most likely run a good deal faster.

More oomph
As already mentioned, the built-in simulator of Quartus is very easy

to use. The downside of this is that it has only limited capabilities.

lf you need something more powerful, you can use ModelSim. The

Figure 1 . Results of a functional simulation of a simple shift register
design with one outPut'

: ektor ro-zoro

Figure 2. Results of a functionalsimulation of the same design as

Figure 1.
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FPCA SIMULATION

Listing r

Labrary .l--Ej-Ej-Ej ;

Use IEEE. std_fogic_1164 . all;
Use IEEE.std_logic_textio.a11;
Use STD. textio. alL;

entity test_simu2_f i1e is
end test_simu2_fiIe;

architecture stimulus of test simu2 file is

file RESULTS: TEXT open WRITE_MODE is riresutts.txt,,t
procedure WRITE_RESUIJTS (

c1k: std_logic;
re6et: std_logic;
datain: std_logic;
dataout : std logic

)is
variable l_out: line;

begin
write(1_out, now, right, 15);
write(l_out, clk, rlg}:t', 2)i
writ,e(l_out, reset, right, 2);
write(I_out, datain, rlg}rx, 2),
write(I_out, dalaout, right, 2);
writeline (RESUIJTS, 1 out) ;

end procedure;

component sj-mu2
port (

clk : in STD_LOGIC;

reset : in STD_LOGIC;

datain: in STD_LOGIC;

dataout : out STD LOGIC

);
end component;

signal c1k : std_logic;
signaf reseE : std_logic;
signal dalain : strl fogic;
signal dataout : std_Iogic;

DUT:simu2 port map (

cl-k => cl-k,
reset => reset,
datain => datain,
dataout => daL.aout

);

CLOCK_PROC : process
ha^i -

clk <= '1';
wai! for 10nS;
clk <='0' ;

warE ror tuns;
end process,.

STIM : process

wait until (cfk,event and cl-k=,0,);
-- wait for falling edge of clk

reset<= '0' ;

datain <='0' ;

wait until- (dataout='O' ) ;
-- wait for falling edge of c1k

wait until (cfk'event and clk='O');
-- wait for falling edge of c1k

datain <=t I, i
wdlL;

end process;

wRrTE_RESULTS (

c1k,
reset,
datain,
dataout

)t

end architecture;

free version of ModelSim can run simulations based on VHDL test-
bench files, which offer you the full range of VHDL functions.
Here we can use the shift register design mentioned above as an
example. The most important part of the testbench file is printed
out in Listing 1. For the time being, we'll ignore the lines shown in
boldface.
Two processes are described here. The first process implements
a clock signal generator. A major difference between a VHDL file
intended to be used for synthesis and a testbench file is the option
of using 'wait' statements. The line 'wait for 10nS' causes process
execution to pause for 1 0 nanoseconds. This sort of statement in a
design ultimately intended to be executed in an FPGA will cause an
error during synthesis. FPGAs do not have any components that can
be used to implement this statement directly, but it does not cause
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any problems in a simulation. This process is repeated indefinitely
because there is no sensitivity list at the start ofthe process code.
As soon as the process has finished executing, it starts again from
the beginning.

lnteractive
The biggest advantage of a testbench file is that it allows one or
more ofthe outputs of the design under test to influence the input
signals. ln the STIM process, which is responsible for generating the
'reset' and 'datain' signals, we use an internal signal together with
an output signal from the design under test to modify the input
signals.
The line 'wait until (clk'event and clk='0');' causes process execution

1o-2o1o elektor



to pause until the'clk'signal changes state and the new state is "0"
ln other words, it waits until the next falling edge of the clock sig-

nal. The 'reset' and 'datain' signals are set to '0' only after this fall-

ing edge occurs. The initial state of all internal signals is 'U', which

stands for'unl<nown'.
ln the next line, the Process waits until the 'dataout' output of the

design under test goes to '0'. The 'datain' signal is set to '1' after

the next falling edge.

The final statement of this process is 'wait' without any time speci-

fied. What is the purpose of this line? Without it, the process would

normally repeat itself immediately after completing execution,

since it does not have a sensitivity list. The 'wait' statement with-
out any time specified causes an infinite delay and thus prevents the

process from repeating.
Figure 3 shows the results of this simulation. All testbench signals

and all internal signals of the design under test (DUT) are visible

here. All of these signals start with the state 'U', since the simula-

tor cannot determine what the actual state should be. ln reality, all

FPCA SIMULATION

of these signals must assume either the '1' state or the '0' state.

From the simulation, you can see whether the design ensures that
this happens, orwhetherthe state of a signal is arbitrary. The initial

state of a signal may change as a consequence of a different optimi-

sation, so you should check that all signals have defined states after

a certain point in time, such as after a reset.

Testbench format
A testbench file differs from a normal VHDL file in several respects'

Taking Listing 1 as an example, you can see that entities are declared

in the usual manner. However, a remarkable feature of these decla-

rations is that these entities do not have any input or output signals.

A design usually has at least one input and one output, so that it can

do something useful. After all, your design must be able to respond

interactively to its surroundings. From this, we can conclude that
a VHDL testbench file is not a design that can be programmed in

an FPGA.

50 PIC Microcontroller
proiects

1;,:-: I j fi d srru r 1"r'. fr ;j i, 1.i 1 s'1 1-i ui {', {"!t $ t^*

This book contains 50 fun and exciting projects for Plc microcontrollers such as

a laser alarm, usB teasing mouse, eggtimer, youth repellent, soundswitch, capacitive

liquid level gauge, "finger in the water" sensor, guarding a room using a camera, mains

light dimmer (1 10-240 volts), talking microcontroller and much more. Several

different techniques are discussed such as relay, alternating current control including

mains, l2C, SPl, RS232, U5B, pulse width modulation, rotary encoder, interruPts,

infrared, analog-digital conversion (and the other way around), 7-segment display

and even cAN bus. Three Plc microcontrollers are used in this book, the 16f877 A,

1814455 and 1 8f4685. lt is also discussed how you can
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FPCA SIMULATION

Figure 3. Simulation results from ModelSim. Alltestbench signals
and all internal signals of the design are visible here.

The design under test is declared as a component; in this exam-
ple it is declared as'simu2'. All necessary signals are also declared.
The architecture section includes a component of type 'simu2'with
the name 'DUT' (short for 'device under test'), although you're free
to choose any name you wish. The input signals for the design are
described in the two processes following the architecture section.

Additional features
You can also use files in a VHDL testbench. For example, you can
automatically create a file during a simulation and use it to save all
changes to signal states in plain text format. You can also read the
contents of a file.

The final example shows how to save all the signal changes in a text
file. The lines added to the file contents in Listing 1 are shown here
in boldface. Listing 2 shows the contents of the resulting text file.
The functions you need for using files are located in the'std_logic_
textio' library, and you declare them in the usual manner. You also
declare the file in the architecture section.
The WRITE-RESULTS procedure is responsible for writing the data
to the file. This procedure is self-explanatory except for one detail.
We use a variable with the name 'now' in this procedure. This vari-
able has a special function in VHDL: it holds the current time (in the
context of the simulation). The procedure is called at the end of the
listing. lt is called whenever a 'wait' statement is executed in one of
the processes or whenever a process completes execution.

Conclusion
FPCA simulations are especially important with relatively complex
designs. VHDL testbenches have many more features than we can
possibly describe here, but the features we have described are suf-
ficient for quickly running large simulations.
For students and novices, these simulation tools provide a good
opportunity to experiment with digital electronics to your heart's
content at minimum cost, with no need to touch even a single piece
of hardware (other than your computer).

(roo37o-l)

The files for Quartus Web Edition and ModelSim Altera Edition used
for the simulations described in this article are available on the
Elektor website for downloading (item no. 100370-1 1 ).

lnternet Linl<s

www.altera.com/ prod ucts/softwa re/q uartus-i i/web-ed ition/
qts-we-index. htm I

www.altera.com/ prod ucts/softwa rei quartus-ii/ modelsi m/
qts-modelsim-index.html

Listing z 90ns000U
100ns100U
110ns000U
120ns100U
130ns000U
140ns100U
150ns000U
160ns100U
150ns1000
170ns0000
170ns0010
180 ns l- 010
190 ns 0 0 1 0

0nsUUUU
0nslUUU

10ns0UUU
10 ns 0 0 0 U

20 ns 1 0 0 U

30 ns 0 0 0 U

40ns100U
50ns000U
50ns100U
70ns000U
80ns100U

200
210
220

230

240

250
260

2'7 0

280
290
300

ns10
ns00
ns10
ns00
ns10
ns00
ns10
ns00
ns10
ns00
ns10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
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This book is aimed at people who want to interface PCs with hardware projects

using graphic user interfaces. Desktop and web based applications are covered.

The programming language used is Python, an object-oriented scripting language;

a higher level language than, say, C. Obviously having fewer lines of code will be

quicker to write but also fewer lines of code means fewer opportunities to make

mistakes. Code will be more readable, and easier to modify at a later date. You can

concentrate on the overall operation ofthe system you are making. This abstraction

also applies when writing graphic user-interfaces. Writing low level code for graphics

and mouse clicks and the like is something that you do not have to do. ln Python all

this is wrapped up in relatively simple functions. The book guides you through starting

with Linux by way of a free downloadable, live bootable distribution that can be

ported around different computers without requiring hard

drive installation. Practical demonstration circuits and

downloadable, full software examples are presented that

can be the basis for further projects.
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M ICROPROCESSORS

CL-3 Digital Rotary
Combination Lock

By Dale Wheat (USA)

The CL-3 got designed and built way bacl< at the end of the

zoth century. lt used an Atmel AVR ATgoSrzoo flash

microcontroller with a rotary encoder to emulate

a mechanical combination locl<, triggering a relay

when the correct combination was dialled. Bacl<

in those days, it was considered prudent to l<eep

project development and ciesign documents a

closely guarded secret. Tin-lead solder was l<ing and people were

stockpiling food and weapons for the upcoming Yzl( upheaval.

Today we l<now better - open source is the way forward.

Disoravffiffi
usffi

The CL-3 was a delight to design and build
but very disappointing in the marketplace.
I attribute this to my complete lack of mar-
keting skills and not on the merits of the
project itself. Phillip Torrone of Adafruit
lndustries encouraged me to have another
go at it, this time as an open source project.
So here we go, but not before mentioning
that a story on the design history of CL-3

is available as a free download from the
Elektor website at [t ].

From the concept...
As shown in Figure 1 the minimal CL-3

implementation uses a rotary encoder as

input, emulating a mechanical combina-
tion lock dial as used on vaults. The user
gets feedback via a dual seven-segment LED

display, indicating the current dial position.
The iinal output is a logic level pin that rep-
resents the'locked' or'unlocked' state. This
level controls a relay that governs the open-
ing of the'vault'door.
There is also another pushbutton input
that is used in conjunction with the dial
to program the combination in the field.
This pushbutton needs to be located in the
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secure region of the circuit, where the gen-
eral public does not have access.

ln the normal mode of operation, the rotary
encoder is the primary input. A quadra-
ture output indicates movement as well
as direction. You could also determine the

Program

€
button

Figure 1. Functional diagram of
electronic code lock.

100026-11

the CL-3

speed at which the dial is being turned, if
you wanted to get fancy, by measuring the
period between changes in the input.
A state machine is used to keep track of the
current quadrature input. Note that this is
not the same as the virtual dial position.
Once movement is detected, i.e., the input
has changed, two of the possible remain-
ing three states are checked to determine
if the motion is clockwise or anticlockwise.
The information is used to update the vir-
tual dial position in the range of 00 to 99.

Just like a mechanical dial, the value should
roll over from 99 back to zero as well as go
from 00 to 99 in the opposite direction.

To the schematic
ln terms of user interface, the CL-3 circuit
has two outputs, which are also apparent
from the circuit diagram in Figure 2. The
first is the LED display LD1-LD2 and the sec
ond is the lock relay RE1 . Everything runs
under the tight control of microcontroller
lC1. The current dial position is displayed
on the multiplexed LED display, which is a

separate unit connected to the microcon-
troller via connector pair K2-K6. A lookup

1o-2o1o elektor
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. 6 digit operation (three z-digit

numbers in CW-CCW-CW sequence)

. ATtinyz3r3 microcontroller

.. Optical or mechanical rotary encoder
. Hidden/secure programming button
. Free C code

table in the controller's memory is copied to
the lower registers and used to translate the
decimal value to the appropriate segment
values. Those segment values are written
to the ATtiny's output port, which is in turn
connected to the LED segment leads via cur-

rent limiting resistors Rl-R9. Once a short
period of time has elapsed, the tens digit is

blanked and the same process is repeated
for the units digit. Rapidly alternating
between the two digits gives the visual

impression that both digits are illuminated
at the same time, due to the persistence of
vision effect in the human brain. Your eye

isn't fooled but your brain is.

The Atmel-recommended ATtiny2313 is a

good choice for this type of project and is

even pin-compatible with the AT90S1200
in the original version of the CL-3. More
on-board peripherals, memory, clocks and

power-saving features are just begging to
be used!
The original AT90S1 200 had only one exter-
nal interrupt and it was used for the pro-
gramming pushbutton input. I moved one

ofthe encoder inputs to lNTO (PD2, pin 6).

ln the interrupt routine, the other encoder
input is examined to determine the direc-

tion of dial motion.
The original CL-3 kit used a Panasonic
mechanical rotary encoder that has also
been discontinued. There is no direct
replacement available from Panasonic,
but any quadrature encoder should work.
Mechanical encoders are much less expen-

sive than optical devices, and for these in
particular two small capacitors C1-C2 are

provided on each of the outputs to prevent

contact noise.
The relay driver is just one pnp transistor
with a current limiter resistor in its base line.

The power supply is dead conventional
based around the 7805 voltage regulator
with its usual flock of decoupling capacitors,

solid (C5 and C7) and electrolytic (C4 and

C6). Diode D2 affords protection against
power supply reversal.

The CL-3 software
I have corrected what could possibly have

been a security issue in the original CL-3

elektor ro-zoto

Figure 2. Schematic of the new CL-3. The project consist of a controller section and a

display/encoder section.

NO1

NC1

coMt

N02

NC2

COli,l2

firmware. On power up, if the unit was

unlocked, the display revealed the last
number of the combination for a few sec-

onds. The new firmware corrects this, only
a decade later. That's some kind of response

time, eh?

The source code file written for the new
CL-3 is called 'CL-3.c' and contains the C

language version of the firmware. lt can be

downloaded free from It ]. For your amuse-

ment the same archive file also contains the
AT90S1200 assembly code for the old CL-3.

Building it (them)
The circuit board designs for the new CL-3

are shown in Figure 3. The artwork for

Figure 3. Component mounting plans of controller board and display/encoder board.

Either connect them via cables/wires or stack the display/encoder board on top of the
controller board. Copper track layout files available free from our website.

vcc

FESEi 
tcr

{Ail{o) PDo (RXo)

(Alr{1} Por (TxD)

PD2 (rNr0l

(0c0 PD3 (rt{il}
PMfiO)

(ilos0 PDsor)
(iilso) PD6 (rcP)

{scK)
ATtiny2313
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Aquodroture output consists oftwo alternating signals that are 90'out of phase. These

two signals are traditionally referred to as A and B. The two signals don't have to be exactly

90" out of phase with each other, but it is important that they do not change state at the

same time.

lmagine a compass that only has a 'north or south'output and an 'east or west' output. lt
will only tell you the approximate orientation of the compass. At any given moment, it can

only report the ordinal (or intercardinal) direction (i.e., NE, NW, 5E or SW). By periodically

noting the reported direction, an external device can tell when the orientation changes by

comparing the present reading with the previous reading. By analysing these changes over

time, the absolute position, direction of motion and angular velocity can be determined.

An incrementol shoft encoder uses the same technique to report changes in the position of
a rotating shaft or instrumentation dial. An obsolute position is derived from the succession

of cha nges reported by the sensor. The d irection and velocity of the shaft (or dia l) ca n a lso

be derived.

Expanding on the compass example, the two outputs A and B correspond to the "North/

South" and "East/West" outputs, respectively. Arbitrarily assigning the North and East con-

ditions as "high", we get the following table:

Southwest

Southeast

Northwest

Northeast

Low

Low

Hiqh

High

Low000
High011
Low102
High113

There are four possible combinations for any given reading. lt follows that there are four
possible transitions between one reading and the next for each ofthe possible original

combinations. For example, the four transitions from the 'Southwest' state are:

Figure 4. Prototype boards

The 3-number (6-digit) code that opens the
lock is field-programmed using the physi-
cally-secured programming pushbutton, 51 .

All opening and programming commences
when the encoder is turned clockwise
(CW). To program a new combination, dial
in the first number and then press the pro-
gramming button. The display blanks once
to confirm the new number is stored in
EEPROM. Dial the second number in coun-
ter-clockwise (CCW) direction and press

the button again. The display blinks twice.
Repeat CW for the third number, with the
predictable result. Only once allthree num-
bers have been entered does the firmware
write the new combination to the non-vol-
atile EEPROM memory. I encourage users
to write down the combination first, then
enter it into the device, then confirm the
combination works.
lf you disallow subsequent identical num-
bers (e.9., 'l-1-1 is not allowed), there
are 100 x 99 x 99 = 980,100 possible
combinations.

Opening the lock
This is done just like programming the lock,
i.e. CW-CCW-CW but obviously without

Southwest

Southeast

Northwest

Northeast

None

Anti-clocl<wise

Clockwise

Frror

0

-1

+1

[Jnl<nown

Note that the unexpected transition from "Southwest" to "Northeast" implies either a

faulty reading or a missing transition through one ofthe other, expected readings. Your

response to this condition depends entirely on your application. For trivial or noncritical

applications (e.9., a combination lock), these events can safely be ignored.

The 'Value'column, except for errors, can then be added to a running accumulation of
similar values to provide a virtual absolute position.

these small boards is available free at [t] in play/encoder board can be stacked on top
the form of pdf files. of the controller board by means of pin-
The project should be simple to build as no header/socket pairs K6/K2 and K3/K7. Still,
SMD parts or special assembly techniques for security reasons, pushbutton S1 should
are required. Two boards are installed at be mounted at the copper side of the con-
a distance from each other, to ensure the troller board.
'vulnerable' section is not easily accessible. Figure 4 provides a close look at the proto-
The same goes for the relay contacts (which type boards built by Elektor labs.

are subject to tampering). lf you can afford
to keep the circuitry in one piece, the dis- Setting the combination
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A single numeric digit, based loosely on the Arabic numerals popular in Western languages,

can be represented with as few as seven independent'segments', traditionally labelled 'a'

through 'g'. See below. LEDs prearranged in this pattern have been available for decades

b

in various colours and sizes. To save pins, eltherthe anodes orthe

cathodes are connected together and the other terminals brought out

separately, thus the characterization'common cathode' or'common

anode'.

100026-13

To directly drive the LED segments from a microcontroller, connect

seven output lines (via current limiting resistors) to the LED display

module. Connect the LED common pin to either V+ for common anode

displays or ground for common cathode displays.

lfyou have lots and lots ofextra output pins available, you can connect a single output line

to each LED segment for as many digits as your application requires. lf not, you can mu/ti-

p/ex the outputs. This reduces the number of dedicated output lines. Cenerally speaking,

you then give up the ability to illuminate all of the LED segments simultaneously.

One way to multiplex the LED display is to arrange them in a row and column array, where

the rows correspond to segments and the columns to digits. All of the 'a' segments would

be connected together, as would the 'b' segments, etc. lnstead of connecting the common

line from each display to either V+ or ground, the common lines are individually selected

(or strobed) by more dedicated output lines. These 'digit select lines' are almost always

buffered using some sort of current-amplifying circuit, such as a common-emitter ampli-

fier, consisting of a transistor and a resistor.

Each digit is displayed for a very brief period of time, then the next one, etc. lf this happens

fast enough, the display apPears to be uniformly illuminating all the digits at once.

built for the project.

actuating 51 and with no blinking of the dis-

play. The lock opens when the 5th and 6th

digit also match the programmed code. The

relay remains actuated until the encoder is

turned again either CW or CCW. The state of
the lock is also stored in EEPROM, meaning

that the relay is immediately actuated when

the lock was open and the supply voltage
gets switched off and on again.

Using an Arduino
Attaching the user interface panel to an

Arduino is very simple. The firmware is

contained in CL-3.pde, which is also found
in the software archive for this project tll.
I used a polling technique instead of inter-
rupts to make it simpler to understand' The

same basic functionality is there. The logic

lights up the built-in LED on the Arduino
when the lock is unlocked. You could easily

change the code to send a message via the
serial port or take other appropriate action.

Unlocl< the potential
I really enjoyed working on this project,
which allowed me to see ten years of pro-
gress in microcontroller technology and
programming. lf you can, take a moment

elektor ro-zoto

Resistors

R1,R2,R3,R5,R6,R8,R9 = 1 00fi
R4,R7 = 1 Okfi

Capacitors
C1,C2 = 10nF
C3,C5,C7 = 100nF
C4,C6 = 

.l 
00pF 25V radial

Semiconductors
Dl = 1N4148
D2 = 1N400.1

LD1,LD2 = 7-segment LED display, com-
mon anode (CA), h=10mm, Avago tYPe

HDSP-31 5L

T1 = 8C557

and let me know what you think about it.
I'd really like to know.
Now it's time to turn it loose on the world.
While the copyrights of this article remain

the property of the Publishers (because

writers gotta eat!), the CL-3 software and

PCB design are hereby placed in the pub-

lic domain with no restrictions other than
"commercial use prohibited". Co nuts!

(roooz6)

lC1 = Atmel ATT|NY2313-20PU, pro-
grammed, Elektor # 1 00026-41

tc2 = t805

Miscellaneous
5.1 = Tactile switch, 6mm, Multicomp type

MC32830
52 = rotary encoder, Alps type ECl 1 E1 5204aE

K1 = 2-pin pinheader, 0.1 inch lead pitch.
K2,K6 = 10-pin (2x5) pinheader0'1 inch lead

pitch
K3,K4,K5,K7 = 3-pin pinheader,0.1 inch lead

pitch
RE1 = PCB mount relay, DPCO, 5VDC, Multi-

comp type HRS2H-SDC5V
PCB, see www.elel<tor.com/ 1 00026

I I I www.elektor.com/ 1 00026
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One-Button Data Entry

By Vladimir Mitrovic (Croatia)

ln microcontroller based projects you often need to set

a bunch of parameters or initial values. lf the project

already has an alphanumeric or some other l<ind of

display, even complex multiple-digit values can be

effectively set with just one pushbutton that can serve

for other purposes as well.

Based on an ATtiny23'l 3, the test circuit in Figure 1 is 'general pur-
pose' and could be part ofjust about any project requiring a user
interface. Pushbutton S1, togetherwith an LC alphanumeric display,
enables a form of interactive data entry.
The trick is, of course, in the program, which is written in Bascom-
AVR. The program will run on allsimilarcircuits based on AVR micro-
controllers as well as on 805.1 micros if you do the necessary family-
related adaptations.

The idea is to monitor not only if, but also how long, 51 is pressed.
Two different cases can be distinguished:

- the button is pressed briefly (shorter than 1 s);
- the button is pressed for a long time (longer than 1 s).

When the button is pressed for longer than one second for the first

Figure. i. One button is allyou need for an elegant and effective
data/parameter entry (test circuit shown).

4o

time,
the program
will enter data-entry

,l-*

mode. ln this mode, the initial parameter value is displayed and the
cursor is placed under the first digit (see Figure 2). Every short press
on the S1 will toggle the sign and/or increment the selected digit by
1 . Pressing the button longer than one second again will move the
cursor under the following digit, which can now be edited by short
presses on the button. Pressing the button longer than one second
while the cursor is underthe last digitwill terminate data-entry mode
and the program will continue to execute code in the main loop.

Examples
ln orderto explain how data-entry routines can be implemented in
the real program, two example programs were written:
EE-.| _button_H EX. bas a nd EE_l _button_DEC. bas. Both pro-
grams can be downloaded free of charge from the Elektor web-
site ttl. They perform a simple main task: increment a counter
('Cntr'variable) approximately ten times per second and display
every new value.

The programs differ visibly in the way the counter is displayed: the
first program shows the counter value as a hexadecimal number,
whereas the other one shows it as a signed decimal number. The
real difference between the programs is in the way hexadecimal
or decimal values are edited when the programs enter data-entry
mode. After the counter value has been changed and the program
control is returned to the main loop, both programs will continue
to count from the value that has just been set.

lf you extract the counting/displaying part of example programs,
the remaining code contains the structure and the routines that
enable 1-button data entry, which should be easy to 'port' or
'migrate' to other similar projects.

Program concept
The heart of any program that alters its behaviour depending on
duration of some event is the time-measuring routine. ln our pro-
grams, in the'Check_tl 'subroutine we check if, and how long, the

ro-201o elektor
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"l

I AI1aS PanO. U

lreck_t1:
T1_time = 0

Debounce T1 , 0

t eturn

'T1 input pin

button is pressed. Note that although the switch is labelled 51 in the

diagram, it's invariably'Tf in the software.

I r..

irri ..r

i.
l
I

Figure 2. Display in data-entry mode: hexadecimal and signed

decimal input is possible.

Gosub Check_t1 'check if T1 is pressed >1s

If T1_time > 100 Then
Gosub Edit_cntr 'if yes,

'enter editing mode

'e1se, do whatever
Loop

The data-entry subroutine consists of three parts:

f . initialization, in which the initialvalue is converted to the appro-
priate format for display;
2. loop, in which Sl (T1) is periodically checked and the displayed

value is edited as explained before and

3. finishing, in which the edited value is saved to become the new

initial value.

It is obvious that the program will not be able to execute the com-
mands from the main loop while the data-entry subroutine is exe-

cuted. lnterrupt routines, if there are any, will be executed normally.

It is the programmer's responsibility to ensure that such a condition

does not affect the hardware controlled by the microcontroller in

a destructive manner.

We will not explain the data-entry subroutine in detail. However,

several notes might be helpful in order to enable you to adjust it to
your own needs.

, T1_on

:1_on:
Tl_time = 1

While T1 = 0

waatms l.u
lncr 'l'I tame
If T1-time > 100 Then

Exit while
End If

Wend
Return

The 'Debounce' statement checks if the pushbutton is pressed at all.

lf the check fails, program control returns to the main loop with 'T1-

time' variable set to 0. lf the 'Debounce' statement establishes that
the button is pressed (T1 =0), the program branches to the 'T1 -on'
routine and waits in While-Wend loop until the button is released

or 1 second passes (whichevercomesfirst) and then returnstothe
main program. lf the button is released before 1 s passes, the'T1-
time' variable will have any value from 1 to 

.l 
00 (for time periods

from approx. 10 ms to 1 s). lf the 1-second period lapses, the pro-
gram will stop monitoring the button and will return to the main

loop with T1-time = 101.

To enter the data-entry mode, you should periodically check in the

main loop if the switch is pressed for longerthan 1 s and if it is' call

the data-entry subroutine:

Do

End If

elektor ro-zoto
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EE_r_button_H EX descri ption
The initialvalue is stored in the 'Cntr'variable (the name comes from
its use in example programs and you may edit it as you please). The
variable type can be Byte, Word, lnteger or Long. To enable manipula-
tion of individual digits, the variable is converted to the string 'Edit-
string' which should be properly dimensioned to accept the 'Cntr'
variable (28 for Byte, 48 for Wordilnteger and 8B for Long).

Edit_cntr:
Edit_string = Hex(cntr)

Lcd Edit_string

The editing loop that extracts hexadecimal digits from the string is

limited by the string length:

For I = 1 To Len(edi-t_string)
Edit_x = Mid(edit_string, t, 1)

Since BascomAVR has no function to increment the hexadecimal
digit in the'Edit-x'variable, a simple assembler routine'lncr-hex'
is written and called when a short press on the button is detected.
Every edited digit is merged into the initial string and displayed
before the next digit is selected:

the masl< is necessary only for signed variables and should be omit-
ted otherwise. The editing loop that extracts digits from the string
is limited by the string length:

For I = 1 To Len(edit_string)
Edit_x = Mid(edit_string, t, 1)
Edit 9 = Va1 (edit x)

Every digit is extracted as a hexadecimal character ('Edit_x') and a

decimal number ('Edit_9'). This is necessary as you have to manipu-
late string (sign) and numeric (digits)values.
What will happen if the short press on the button is detected
depends on the character that is extracted. lf it is a sign, it will
toggle:

Then

"-" Then

IfTl_time>OThen
Gosub Incr_hex
Mj-d (edit_string , I
Lcd Edit_string

End If
Next

1) = Edit x

Near the end, after the last digit has been edited, the new value is
converted back from the string into the numeric value and saved
in the'Cntr'variable:

Cntr = Hexvaf (edit string)
Return

EE_r_button-DEC description
The initial value is stored in the 'Cntr'variable (again, rename it as

you please). The variable type can be Byte, Word, lnteger (signed) or
Long (signed). To enable manipulation of individual digits, the vari-
able is converted to the string 'Edit_string'which should be prop-
erly dimensioned to accept the largest possible value in the 'Cntr'
variable. Allow for an extra byte for signed variables.

Edit_cntr:
Edit_string = Str (cntr)
Edit_string = Format(edit_string, "+00000")
Cls
Lcd Edit_strj-ng

Note that 'Edit_string' is formatted with the Format$ function. This
is necessary if you want to display the + sign and leading zeroes; only
displayed digits can be edited! The + character at the beginning of

42

IfTl_time>OThen
If Edit_x = "+"

Edit_x = "-"
E1seif Edit_x =

Edit x = "+"

This part of the program may be deleted if the initial value is

unsigned (i.e. if it is stored in the Byte or Word variable). lf the
extracted character is a number, it will be increased:

E1 se
Tncr Edit_9
If Edit_g > 9 Then Edit_g = 0

Edit_x = Str(edit_g)
End If

Every edited digit is merged into the initial string and displayed
before the next digit is selected:

Mid(edit_string, I, 1) = Edit x
Lcd Edit_string

End If
Next

Finally, after the last digit has been edited, the new value is con-
verted back from the string into to the numeric value and saved in
the 'Cntr' variable:

Cntr = Val (edi-t string)
Return

The data-entry routines are explained in a somewhat simplified
manner; check the example programs in the free download ttlfor
the complete routinesl

(ogo6:6)

lnternet Linl<

1. www.elel<tor.com/090636
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GPS ft. Propeller

By Steffen Miiritz (Germany)

A more versatile CPS receiver for in-car use and radio-control model applications was the spur to designing

this project, with capturing motion speed and presenting this in both digital and analogue form a primary

requirement. With eight Cpus onboard working in parallel, the Propeller microcontroller from Parallax

manages these demanding graphic applications with ease.

For quite some time now there have been

a number of approaches to capturing the
speed of moving objects extremely accu-

rately by means of CPS. Despite this, off-
the-shelf gadgets produced for in-car route

navigation generally do not have a built-in
speed capture function. Maybe the manu-

facturers do not want complaints from cus-

tomers when their tacho reading (which
intentionally shows higher than actual
speed) doesn't correspond with the GPS

display. An additional hand-held satnav

device doesn't make much sense in this sit-

uation, particularly as the speed display is

very small. Squinting at tiny figures is not
necessary with the GPS receiver described

48

here, which shows the CPS speed with clar-

ity in both analogue and digital form. Fur-

thermore it can track your progress and

speed changes during the last 90 minutes.
The device can be used out on the road and

equally well in model sports such as radio

control (RC) cars.

Hardware
It was back in May 2006 when the Califor-

nians at Parallax launched their remarkable

Propeller microcontroller. Truly exceptional
was the provision of eight integrated CPUs

that operated practically in parallel. Parallax

calls these CPUs 'Cogs'. The system speed

is 80 MHz, producing a maximum perfor-

mance of 160 MIPS.

The architecture of the Propeller mal<es it
hard to compare with traditional microcon-

trollers. Because the eight Cogs can share

tasks among themselves, interrupts are

no longer required and the programmer
has full control over the use of the Cogs.

Reading in serial data, processing this data

and outputto the graphical LCD (GLCD for
short) alltake place in parallel.

The system speed of the Propeller is shown

in the schematic (Figure 1), using a 5 MHz

crystal that is multiplied internally by a fac-

tor of 1 6.

The KS107/1 08-compatible CLCD equipped

1o-201o elektor



,,;ith 128 x 64 pixels is controlled by an 8-bit
',',,ide data bus.

^,24LC256-U 
P EEPROM (lC2) is used for

storing an application-specific program
(the firmware).
The MAX3232CPE (lC3) serves to adapt the
levels between the Propeller and the CP5

mouse used as CPS sensor. The latter can

use either a 3.3 V or 5 V supply and must
provide an RS-232 interface (4800 or 9600
baud). Serial GPS mouse units of this kind
generally have a sub-D connection and it's

M ICROCONTROLLERS

. Automatic baud rate recognition (48oo or g6oo baud)of the 6PS mouse

. Designed for CP5 mouse models with 3.3 V or 5 V supplies

. Craphical presentation of speed values for the last go minutes

. Speed and direction of movement analogue and digital

. Position- and time display (UTC time)

. Switchable between metric (m)and imperial (miles/feet) units

. Two buttons for selecting image and function within an image

worth checking this and the supply voltage - "FullDuplexSerial"

before purchase. - "Propeller Eeprom"
- "Ks01 08V1.6" (revised by the author)

Propeller firmware
Software for the Parallax Propeller is pro- With these objects we can create an
grammed with SPlN. On the Parallax home- EEPROM, a RS-232 interface for hooking
pagethenecessaryobjectsarealreadywait- up to a GPS mouse and the controls for a

ing for you: KS107/108-compatible CLCD.

LCDl

GPII.PHIC LCD 128 x 64

DEtil128064A

HlsS6 l='=-t8
Y < >lE O O 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 u E o > > >

oo l@po 99 lHpsr
PI P3O

P2 P29

P3 P28

P4 P27

P5 rc1 P26

P6 P25

;; P8x32A.D4o iii

P11 P17

"rsSSlEo -P16> >t@ x x

oo
c1+ ' vcc

tc3
c1.
T1IN TIOUT

T2IN T2OUT

RTOUT RIIN

R2OUT R2IN

C2+

MAX3232CPE+

c2' EE

I

_[oon
I

loon

24LC25611P

Figure 1. The circuit comprises basically just a single Propeller chip (lC1) and
an LCD for the graphics. K2 is for connecting a serial CPS mouse.
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A'
Jl-wit. pointer

ll 'GPsPornter"

ReceiveBufferIReceiveReadPoi nter] 090647 - 12

The parallel Processes of the Cogs make

inteirupts superfluous, which as already

mentioned is a significant advantage of the

Parallax ProPeller.

ln this GP5 project you'll have the pleasure

of programming five Cogs:

1 . The main program GPS.Start requires one

screen. As they require a relatively long

processing time a dedicated Cog is

provided.

Let's now investigate the ReceiveDatas

function of the fourth Cog in detail.

With the library function FullDuplexSerial'

spin a character from the serial interface

is read in. The program waits in this line of

programming for the period that the char-

acter is read in' For this reason it is both logi-

cal and necessary to start a dedicated pro-

cess (Cog) (cognew ReceiveDatas)' Every

new character received is written into the

ring buffer ReceiveBuffer (array[0"50]) by

m"ins of the write pointer ReceiveWrite-

Pointer. The write pointer is incremented

by 'l for each new character received' When

the write Pointer reaches a value of 5f it
is reset to zero. To generate a GPS string'

the function ReadBuffer is read out from

the ring buffer in the main program' To this

end the read pointer ReceiveReadPointer is

Cog. From this main program the Cogs

described next are called using the com-

mand COCNEW(entrY,..).

2. Cog for FullDuplexSerial.start' Reads in

dat-a from the GPS mouse over the serial

interface.
3. Cog for KSO108V106.start' Drives GLCD

wiitr t 28 x 64 Pixels with KS107B/

KS1 08B-Controller. Preparation for text

and graphic functions.
4. Cogior ReceiveDatas. Writes data from

th;RS-232 interface into a ring buffer

(circular buffer).
S. tog for Picture-Page-4-Cog' Craphi-

cal functions are programmed on this

5o

Figure 2. Format of a CPS data set'

compared with the write pointer Receive-

WritePointer' lf the pointers are unequal'

then the Va riable ReceiveBuffer[ReceiveWri

tePointer] is read out and the read pointer is

incremented by 1. This process is repeated

until the write pointer is the same as the

read pointer.
rhe bpS mouse delivers data using the

NMEA-O1 83 protocol into ASCII format'
Each set of data begins with the character

'$', followed by a two-character long trans-

mit indicator and a three-character data

label. After this come the data sets, sePa-

rated by commas. Finally the set is closed

with an optional checksum and CR/LF A set

can contain up to 82 characters, in a format

designated by the number of commas'

The-character determined by the read

pointer is written into the array CPSBuffer'

ihe start of a GPS data set is recognised

by the '$' character, after which the write

pbint"t GPSPointer is set to zero' The char-

acter LineFeed (decimal 10) enables the end

of a GPS string to be recognised. A GPS data

set written to the GPSBuffer has the sample

structure seen in Figure 2. ln this example

we are reading the CPS data sets $GPGGA'

$GPVTG and $CPRMC containing the fol-

lowing GPS data:
- $CpLCn includes Latitude, Longitude'

Quality of the signal received, number of

satellites received and height above sea

level.
- $CPVTG includes the sPeed'

- $CPRMC includes clock time, date and

direction of movement (effectively com-

pass direction).

Practical matters
To simplify construction a printed cir-

cuit board (Figure 3) has been designed'

on which all components (apart from the

GLCD) are mounted on the top side' The

CLCD is attached to the other side'

The power supply voltage is connected to

the multipin connector Kl ; a range between

about 8 V and 18 V DC is Permissible'
The CPS mouse is plugged in at multipin con-

nector K2. Power for the mouse is applied

eitherto pin 5 (5 V) or pin 4 (3'3 V) and Pin 3

(supply return). Pin 1 is commoned with the

iransmit line (TxD) of the CPS mouse and

pin 2 with the receive line (RxD)'

1o-2o1o elektor



A jumper on K4 switches on the background
lighting of the GLCD. Brightness is preset
with Pl and contrastwith P2.

LED D2 indicates the state of the data
received as follows:
. Steady light = Checksum and quality of

received data in order
. Rapid flashing = Checksum error
. Slow flashing = Quality error

The Parallax Propeller chip is programmed
in-circuit using the SPIN programming lan-
guage, which can be downloaded free at
the Parallax homepage and the'Prop Plug'
programming adapter from Parallax. Con-
nection to the PC is by USB cable. On the
CPS board the 'Prog Plug' is plugged into
the multipin connector K3 (Figure 4).

Before operation you need to check
whether the GPS mouse still needs to be

configured with software that either came
with it or else can be downloaded from the
manufacturer's website. The serial interface
ofthe CPS Mouse should be configured as

follows: 9600,N,8,1 .

After powering up the CPS Propeller board
the Receiver searches for the CPS mouse,
first at 4800 baud. lf a 9600 baud receiver is

used, then the display will indicate only ran-
dom characters initially. Afterwards the cor-

rect presentation of received data at 9600
baud willappear (Figure 5).
lf after one second the data from a CPS

mouse cannot be interpreted correctly the
error message 'no GPS signal' is shown.
A correct signal will produce an image
with digital and analogue speed display
(Figure 6).
At lower left the maximum speed achieved
previously is shown.
Press button 52 can now switch between
metric and imperial units (statute miles
and feet). This setting is now valid for all
subsequent displays and remains stored
in the EEPROM even when power has been

removed.

Operating S1 allows the following func-
tional displays to be called up sequentially:

Direction of movement display (Figure 7)
similar to a compass (digital and analogue).
History display (Figure 8) with graphical

elektor ro-zoro
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Figure 3. lnserting the components of the PCB developed forthe CPS-Propeller.

Resistors
Rl,R2,R3 = 1 OkO
R4 = 'tkO

R5 = 5.6f)
P1 = 250ko trimpot
P2 = 25kO trimpot

Capacitors

Cl-C9,C12-C.l 5 = 100nF
C9,C1 0,C11 = 1OpF 16V

lnductor
L1 = lOpH

Semiconductors
Dl = 'l N4007

D2 = LED (3mm)
lC1 = P8X32A-D40 (Propeller chip; Parallax)
tc2=24LC2s6-tlP
lC3 = MAX3232CPE+
tc4 = 7805
tc5 = LM2937ET-3.3

Miscellaneous
X1 = 5MHz quartz crystal
LCD1 = graphic LCD 1 28 x 64, DEM l 28064
K1,l(4 = 2-pin pinheader
K2 = 5-pin pinheader
K3,K5 = 4-pin pinheader
PCB # 090647-1 (www.elektor.com/090647)

Figure 4. Programming uses the USB programming adapter'Prog-Plug',
which is plugged into the PCB.
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Figure 5. Switching on the unit displays the
CPS Search lmage based on data received

at 9600 baud.

Figure 6. lf the data is correct a speed
display appears in km/h. Pressing 52 will

switch to miles per hour (mph)which is the
norm around Rocklin, CA.

Figure 7. The compass-like display of
motion direction.

Figure 8. History readout with graphical
display of the speed progression.

52

Figure 9. Display of raw CPS data. Data
blocks can be called up individually.

progress readout through 90 minutes in 1

minute steps and additional display of cur-
rent speed. At power-up the History func
tion is first disabled. The word 'OFF' is dis-
played (on the right, next to 'History')
indicates there is no data recorded. Oper-
ating switch 52 initiates recording and'ON'
appears. lf switch 52 is held down for longer
than 5 seconds in 'OFF mode, the data is

wiped. The legend 'Erase Data'alerts this.
Another brief push of 52 from 'ON' to 'OFF'

saves the current data into the EEPROM.

At lower left (at '#60' on the display) a

countdown mechanism is included. This
decrements from 60 to 0, one second at a

time, then the last minute is shown. Next
the countdown starts again from the begin-
ning. This makes it easy to spot when the
next display refresh is coming up. The
countdown display is static when no CPS

data is being received. Every minute a line is

displayed showing the minimum and maxi-
mal speed limiting values.

Raw data display (Figure 9) with the data
received from the CP5 mouse.

Press button pages through the data blocks

$GPCCA, $CPVTC and $GPRMC.

Croup data display (Figure 10)with the dis-
play of all the data blocks: Speed in large
characters, height above sea level, direc-
tion of movement, signal quality (0/1),
total number of satellites, clock time and

date (UTC time), position and maximum
speed. The maximum speed achieved pre-
viously, which is also stored in the EEPROM,

can be recalled by pressing 52. According to
the module that was preselected for display

on the analogue and digital speed display

Figure 10. The group display combines
data from all three CPS data blocks.

(Figure 6), the screen can show kilometres
per hour (km/h) and metres (m) or miles per
hour (mph)and feet (ft).

(ogo6qt)
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[1] www.parallax.com

[2] www.splnvent.co.uk/

[3] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

NN/EA_OI 83

(Wikipedia, NMEA data format)

[4] www.kowoma.de/gps/

zusatzerl<laeru ngen/N M EA. htm

(detailed information on NMEA in Cer-

man, use Coogle search engine or Coog-

le Chrome to translate)

[5] www.elel<tor.com/090647

(project page with software download

and ordering details for PCB)

Following Communication Technology

studies at University of Applied Sciences

(UAS) in Bingen, Cermany, Steffen Moritz

has been employed for more than 20

years in the industrial automatlon field in

the automotive industry. His spare time

is occupied designing microcontroller

circuits for automotive and model appli-

cations, primarily using Parallax Propel-

ler and PIC microchips. Steffen can be

reached at steffen@moeritz.com.
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INFO & MARKET

ZigBee Today & Tomorrow
-"flmr:h 

mlffi fr mffiy ffi nC ffi ffi fi"i ; fr ffiffitrilmffitffi

By Joe Lomako (TRaC) (UK)

When it comes to applying ZigBee technology, the ideas people are coming up with are proving to be

more and more elaborate and inventive. lt is no surprise then that many (if not all) of the biggest names

in wireless and microprocessor technology have shown considerable interest if not direct involvement.

What's humming out there?

ZigBee is a specification which defines a high level communication
protocol using low power digital radios using the IEEE 802'15.4
standard. The idea behind ZigBee is that it offers an infrastructure
for a Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN)which is highly adap-

tive, simpler, less expensive and consumes less power than other
WPANS.

There are essentially three flavours of ZigBee: ZigBee, ZigBee PRO

and ZigBee RF4CE which is a similar technology that is used for RF

control of consumer electronics.
The differences between the various technologies can be defined

using a combination of the Network topologies, the security
employed and the method of Network addressing' This can be

shown in contrast in Table 1.

Let's start networking...
Each ZigBee network is essentially made up of a 'coordinator',
'router' and an 'end device'. They can all be fully functioning devices

54

with an intrinsic function but will also perform ZigBee functionality.
The coordinator forms and manages the network; the router can

route messages as well as allow other devices to join the PAN router

and the end device isjust that. lt can join a network but has no rout-

ing capability. These devices are defined in Figure 1. ln essence the
ZigBee network can be made up of two topologies: Tree/Star (Fig-

ure 2)or Mesh (Figure 3).

Topology Star / Tree Mesh Tree

Security Normal High Normal

Networl< Addressing Distributed Stochastic ; Pairing

ZigBee i ZigBeePRO RF4CE

ro-201o elektor



One of the strengths of ZigBee PRO is the meshing network topol-
ogy which means that the networks can be extended over con-
siderable geographical areas, such as in a large buildings or even

an industrial pipeline. lt has a 'self healing' mechanism which
means that if one of the components of a multihop route from
one device to another leaves the network for any reason an altera-
tive route using alternative adjacent devices will be identified and

implemented.

As for the end products, in simple terms, a ZigBee device is con-
structed of a ZigBee compliant platform (a radio part and a ZigBee
part)with the appropriate application (profile) sitting on top. The
radio is based around the 802.15.4 standard (and comprises of a

PHY and MAC layer) and the ZigBee'stack'sits on top. The abstract
layer models in Figures 4 and 5 illustrates this.

.. and then profiling
The ZigBee platform becomes a so called functioning 'ZigBee
device'when it has a'profile'placed on the top of it. A profile is

a set of commands and attributes which are used to send specific
messages over a ZigBee network.
There are two types of profile; a Public Profile, which has been devel-

oped by the ZigBee Alliance members and has specific command
attributes. Anybody employing a Public Profile must adhere to the
rules ofthat particular profile. Presently there are several Public Pro-
files, which we will touch on later. There is also another type of pro-
file, the Manufacturer Specific Profile (MSP). These are proprietary
profiles which a manufacturer may develop because he wishes to
use the ZigBee technology but not the Public Profiles.

Public ZigBee profiles
There are several profiles at present. These include

. Z5E, also known as Smart Energy;

. ZHA, also known as Home Automation;

. ZT5, also known as Telecoms Applications;

. ZHC, also known as Personal Healthcare;

. ZBA, also known as Construction and Building;

. ZRC, also known as Consumer Electronics.

Each is discussed briefly below.

Smart Energy Profile (ZSE) has been designed to be used in smart
home area networks (HANs), to manage and improve the efficiency
of energy consumption. There are many devices presently on the
market from utility meters (gas, water and electric) to in-home
displays, which can provide historical and real-time data indicat-
ing energy usage. Smart energy devices (Figure 5) are being ena-
bled across the entire world from small households to entire
governments.

Home Automation (ZHA) - was one of the first profiles to reach

maturity and has developed to become a very robust and ubiquitous
tool in the ZigBee box. lt enables the user to simplify the house-
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OZigBee'End Device
(ZED)

Figure 1. The message routing within a Zigbee network is

governed by the Zigbee Coordinator (ZC).
largely

Figure 2. Zigbee network with tree structure.

Figure 3. Zigbee network with mesh structure.

hold tasks and create a unique experience within the household.
There are many products on the market which are very diverse in
their applications; these include simple lighting control such as on/
off and dimmer switches and lights. When used in connection with
other types of technology the whole home automation system can
be enhanced. For example, the light mood settings on one's home
can be set from a smartphone, or if arrival at home is going to be
late the drapes could be closed remotely. The possibilities are end-
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Figure 5. Examples of Public and Private Profiles.

less and applications are becoming more and more versatile.

Telecoms Profile (ZTS) - is designed to enable information deliv-

ery to mobile-enabled devices. lmagine a visitor wall<ing round

a museum viewing the exhibits and when a particular exhibit is

reached further information is required on this. Quite often it would
mean reading the programme or typing in a number on a cumber-

some audio handset supplied by the museum to play the specific
audio. With ZigBee telecoms applications, the ZigBee enabled
mobile device will automatically detect the location and send the
appropriate information for that exhibit creating a more enhanced

user experience.
Healthcare (ZHC) - is one of the newest profiles to be developed
and is probably one of the most important profiles available. The

world's population is ageing, therefore greater demands are being
placed on the healthcare infrastructure. ZigBee technology is being

used to support the ageing population maintain their independ-
ence by providing assisted living support. There are devices which
can be installed in an elderly user's home which can monitor if they
have a fall or can go further and monitor if a bath is overflowing or
a gas cool<er has been left on. ln the instance that an 'alert' is issued

a central monitoring station can picl< up the message and provide

assistance if needed.

ln addition to this there is an increase in chronic medical condi-
tions such as obesity, diabetes, chronic pulmonary disorders and

high blood pressure. A ZigBee'd blood pressure meter is shown
in Figure 7. As a result of this there are many organisations which

have been formed with the objective of developing solutions and

infrastructure to support the medical professions in meeting
the demands of their patients needs. ZigBee technology is play-

ing a very important role in healthcare and is increasingly being

employed in medical devices or aids. This type of remote monitor-
ing has attracted considerable interest over the last few years and

some studies have suggested it could provide considerable savings

for the worlds health services or enable doctors and health profes-

sionals to increase the number of patients they can attend to, in
some cases doubling them!

Tal<e for instance a diabetic who has to monitor their blood sugar

2-3 times per day. ln the traditional system, they would take their
reading on their handheld system and then usually record the
results in a journal. They would tal<e this to the doctor at their
next appointment, which could be days or weeks away' The doctor
would analyse the data and act upon it by which time the informa-

tion recorded may have no bearing on how the patient is today.

However, by using a ZigBee-enabled blood sugar monitor which is

connected to a remote monitoring system (which could be a spe-

cialist centre staffed by qualified nurses or health professionals). The

patient would use a device which would be connected to the remote

monitoring station via a cradle. The patient would mal<e their meas-

urement which would be displayed on the meter, when the meter
was replaced on the cradle the recorded data would be automati-
cally sent to the remote monitor. This tal<es a few seconds com-
pared to several days on the traditional system. Now the remote
centre would assess the data and determine if any immediate action

need be taken. A real life case in a trial of a similar system showed

that a diabetic patient was not adhering to a strict diet and via the
remote monitoring system a doctor was able to intervene before

any serious condition occurred. So clearly the healthcare industry
is one which can really benefit from ZigBee technology.

APP Layer

Network Layer

802.15.4
PHY & MAC

Figure 4. The compliant platform.

Private Profile
(MSP)

APP Layer

Network Layer

802.15,4
PHY & MAC

Profile
(HA, SE, TA)

APP Layer

Network Layer

802.'t5.4
PHY & MAC
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Figure 6. A ZigBee'd 5mart Energy meter.
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Construction and Building Automation (ZBA) - is designed to pro-

vide an adaptable system of management of complex buildings. lt
provides a means of economically centralising lighting, HVAC and

security. This also allows remote monitoring of the efficiency of
many of the systems. ln addition to this, in new constructs where

lighting and/or security systems need to be adaptable; this ZigBee

profile provides an excellent way of achieving this adaptability.

RF4CE (ZRC) - This profile is built on the ZigBee RF4CE platform
and will allow an advanced functionality and user experience in the
control of home entertainment equipment and domestic products.

Although atthe time of writing this profile is in its infancy, the mar-

ket requirement is constantly changing and the applications in

which we will see the RF4CE profile are potentially endless.

Conclusion
Clearly ZigBee is incredibly versatile and in some respects it is only

limited by the imagination of the designer to come up with inno-

INFO & MARI(ET

Figure 7. This blood pressure monitor can be read out remotely
over a Zigbee link.

vative and fantastic new ideas for applications in which to employ
the technology.
Yes ZigBee does have its critics, and always will, which is embraced, as

criticism is the fuel of innovation. So in the greater perspective ZigBee

has a lot to offer and is clearly here to stay; as can be seen from the
various examples above ZigBee can (and will) be used in many dif-
ferent product types and applications and who knows what's next?
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MICROCONTROLLERS

Tuxand ATmega

By Wolfgang Rudolph (Germany)

Many electronics enthusiasts and professionals use the open-source

operating system Linux because they appreciate the technological

elegance of this proven and continually upgraded operating system.

The Elel<tor ATMr8 AVR board and the Minimodr8 can also be used

with Linux. Here we describe

how to program these two

boards in the popular

Linux OS environment. I,
F,1

Windows users have it easy. lf you have a suitable USB programmer,
you can program the microcontroller module of the ATmega board
directly in the AVR Studio development environment I1l. Linux users,

by contrast, are faced with an initial problem because AVR Studio is
only available for Windows. Unfortunately, it does not run properly
inside the Windows API wrapper Wine I2l, which is able to simulate
the Windows OS environment for many Windows programs.
But where there's a will, there's a way. With the command-line pro-
gram AVRdude, you can use the ATMl 8 AVR board under Linux. Of
course, this also works with Minimodl8, although 'direct' micro-
controller programming is usually not necessarywith this especially
compact module because Minimodl8 has a boot loader that can
receive hex files via USB and store them in memory. lf you 'overhaul'
the Minimod.l 8 with a programmer, the boot loader will be over-
written and one of the key features of the module will be lost. ln this
case, the boot loader must be downloaded into flash memory again
to restore normal operation.
The following instructions apply to a programmer compatible
with AVRISP Mk ll, such as the Elektor AVRprog USB programmer
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designed by Benedikt Sauter [3]. lf you use a different type of pro-
grammer, see the inset for more information. The instructions are
based on a Debian distribution of Linux.

lnstallation
Here we assume that you have a good basic understanding of how
to install and use programs on a Linux system. ln order to program
the microcontroller of the ElektorATMl8 AVR board, you first need
some software. As usual, you can use apt-get to meet this require-
ment fairly simply (assuming the computer has a connection to the
lnternet). However, you must first log in as the root user by typing su

or sudo (depending on the distribution) and your password imme-
diately ahead of the apt-get command.

Next, enter the following command after the prompt:

apt-get instafl avrdude avrp gcc-avr avr-Iibc
gdb-avr avra make udev

Answer the question 'Do you want to continue?' with 'Yes'.

1o-2o1o elektor



The necessary packages will now be loaded and preconfigured. A
few older pacl(ages may be de-installed and replaced by other pacl<-

ages or newerversions. lf you see a message reporting thatthe l<er-

nel does not support udev, you must update the l<ernel before udev
(or a new version of udev) can be loaded. Although it is possible to
continue with the installation in this situation, you should not do
so, since there is a risl< of a system crash. A reliable kernel update is

always the preferred solution. However, you can rest assured that
Linux does not make it easy for foolhardy users to make mistal<es

of this sort. A particular file must be altered before Linux actually
comes into danger.
Before you update the kernel, it's a good idea to quicl<ly check
whether the installation can actually run with the udev version
already present. As the saying goes: nothing ventured, nothing
gained!

After the installation process has completed, you can connect the
USB programmer to the USB port and use the lsusb command to
determine the device lD:

polel : /home/wolf # lsusb
Bus 005 Device OO3: ID O9Oc:6300 Feiya

Technology Corp.
Bus 005 Device OO1: ID 1d6b:OOO2 Linux

Foundation 2. O root hub
Bus 004 Device 002: ID O46d:c5I1 Logitech, fnc.

LX710 Cordless Desktop Laser
Bus 004 Device 001: ID 1d6b:0001 Linux

Foundation 1.1 root hub
Bus OO3 Device 001: ID 1d6b:OOO1 Linux

Foundation 1.1 root hub
Bus O02 Device 001: ID 1d6b:0001 Llnux

Foundation 1.1 root hub
Bus 001 Device 004: ID Oa12:0001 Cambridge

Silicon Radio, Ltd Bluetooth Dongle (HCI

mode )

Bus OOI- Device 001: ID 1d6b:0001 Linux
Foundation 1.1 root hub

Bus 001 Device 005: ID 03eb:2104 Elektor
wolf @po-LeI: -$

The lD of our programmer is 03eb:2104. lf you can't read the lD with
lusb (sometimes new devices are not shown), you can use dmesg
instead:

[ 5145.834284] usb 5-7.4.4: new full speed USB

device using ehci_hcd and address 10

| 5L46.1500881 usb 5-7.4.4: config 1 descriptor
has 1 excess byte, ignoring

I 5146.1500881 usb 5-1.4.4: configuration #1
chosen from 1 choice

I 5L46.1540831 usb 5-'7.4.4: New USB device
found, idvendor=03eb, idProduct=2104

elel<tor ro-zoro
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Figure 1 . Hey, it works under Linux too: microcontroller
programming with the Elel<torAVRprog USB programmer [3].

| 5L46.l-540831 usb 5-7.4.4: New USB device
strings: Mfr=1, Product=2, SeriafNumber=3

I 5146. l-540831 usb 5-7.4 .4 : Product: AVRISP mk2
(cc2)

I 5I46.1540831 usb 5-7.4.4: Manufacturer:
Elektor

I 5L46.1540831 usb 5-7.4.4: SerialNumber:
0000A00128255

wolf@po1e1-: -$

The most recently recognised device appears at the end of the
(long) output list. With the Elektor programmer, you will see
idVendor=03eb, idProducl=2104. This gives you the assurance
that the programmer has been recognised properly. lf you don't
like wading through the full dmesg output list, you can type dmesg

I tail to display only the tail of the list. lncidentally, the number in

square brackets at the start of each line in the list is not significant;
it is simply the elapsed operating time of the computer, and it is not
displayed by all versions of Linux.

lf you use a different programmer, itwill of course be reported with
a different lD. lf you can't find it in the device list, disconnect the
programmer from the USB hub and enter the lsusb or dmesg com-
mand again. Now you should be able to see what has changed in

the command output (which device is missing or has been added).

To avoid having to log in as the root user every time you use the pro-
grammer, you can edit the permissions.rules file, which is accessed

via path /etc/udev/rules.d/020. Nearthe end ofthis file, just before
LABEL="permissions_end", there is an entry containing the device

lD you found above. You can use the vi editor (or any other suitable
editor) to mal<e the desired changes:

vt / eLc /udev/rules . d/ 020 permissions. rules

# AVR ISP mkII Atmega Programmer
SUBSYSTEM== "usb_device " ,

SYSFS { idvendor} == " O3eb",
SYSFS{ ideroduct}=="zro+ ", GRoUP="p1ugdev",
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| ^ l.:-::i
irf.lLri€ .avr rr..h. 111.,-- i <u- l

ilhclude .r!r /p!i spa(e. h'
dlnrLide'1.d.h'

lnt Mtn(vold)
{

Lcd lnlt( );
lcd_.wr1te nsg_xy(2, 0, "Hel10" ) i
1cd write nunber xy(1,I,12345);

torl:; ) i

_aL::=--- _i1t'"
B-l iQ r-rorary tsrze: erc

p sourceS

avr-gcc -mmcu=atmega88 -W5trlct-prototypes -Wall Os -OF-CPU=16000000UL < maln c { malri

avr-gcc -Wl.-L. lmmlS !

Craphic front ends for AVRdude (which has a command Iine user

interface) are available on the Web, although we haven't tested any

of them. The fact that we restrict ourselves to the command line in-

terface here should not be regarded as a value judgement; it simply

:"r|;::t 
the notorious difference between Linux users and Windows

lf your distaste for command line interfaces is sufficiently large, you

can try alternatives such as a java GUI [6] or a l(DE program called

Kontrollerlab [7], although it apPears that the later program is no

longer being maintained. With the exception of the simulator, l(on-

trollerlab is certainly usable as a substitute for AVR Studio under

Linux. Unlil<e AVR Studio, it supports AVRdude without plugins, so

you can download program code to the ATmega directly from the

IDE.

Other programmers

The AVRdude program has a large number of options. For example,

MODE="0660", SYMLINK+="foo"

LABEL= rrpermi s s ions_end "

lf you enter "plugdev" for GROUP=, users without root privileges

will also be able to use the programmer.
lf vi (the grandfather of all editors) isn't your cup of tea, you can

make the changes with any other editor that has root privileges. A
good choice here is Midnight Commander, which is something of a

Swiss army knife for Linux.

The changes take effect only after the udev configuration has been

reloaded as follows:

udevcontrol ref oad_rules

Now you can query the programmer with the following command:

avrdude -c avrispv2
It replies:

6o

you can use the -c option to select a different programmer. lf you

only have a programmer with a parallel (printer) port interface avail-

able, you can use it this way. You can also asl< AVRdude whether it

recognises the connected programmer:

avrdude -ww -c help

lf it doesn't recognise the connected Programmer, it responds:

avrdude: Can't find programmer id ,,he1p"

Valid programmers are:
dasa3 = serial port banging, reset=ldtr
sck=rts mosi=txd miso=cts [/etclavrdude.
conf:6931

dasa = serial port banging, reset=rts
sck=dtr mosi=txd miso=cts [/etc/avrdude.
conf:6801
siprog = Lancos SI-Prog <httpl. / /www.
lancos. com/siprogsch.html> [/etc,/avrdude.
conf:5571

lf you have a programmer of a completely unl<nown type or use a

homemade programmer, you can view the AVRdude main page to

see how to configure the pin assignments for the parallel port:

DefaulL Parallel port pin connections
(these can be changed, see the -c option)
Pin number Function
2-5

to MCU)

7

I
9

10
t8-25

Vcc (optional power suPPly

/RESET (ro MCU)

SCK (to MCU)

MOSI (to MCU)

MISO (from MCU)

GND

avrdude: AVR device initialized and ready to
accept instructions

Readins I #####################################
############# | rooz o.o1s

avrdude: Devj-ce signature = 0xl-e930a

avrdude: safemode: Fuses OK

avrdude done. Thank you.

All of the above applies equally well to the Minimodl8. lts boot
loader simulates a programmer (more specifically, a USBasp pro-
grammer) and can also communicate with AVRdude. ln this case,

you must enter the parameter -c USBAsp instead of -c avrispv2
-P usb.
You also have to enter -p m328p for the microcontroller, as other-

P usb -p m88

'ro-2o1o elektor



rvise AVRdude will complain that the signature is wrong.

A hot topic: fuses
This is not the place for playing around, since you can easily mess

things up with the wrong fuse settings, or even make the micro-

controller unusable. Whenever you need to change fuse settings,

always engage your brain first and think things through twice before

you do anything.

Enter the following command to read the fuse settings:

avrdude -p m88 -c avrispv2 -P usb -F -v -B l-O

-U hfuse:r:high.txt:i -U ffuse:r:1ow.txt:i

AVRdude responds with:

avrdude: Version 5 .10, compil-ed on .fan
at 18 : O1: 15

Copyright (c) 2000-2005 Brian
http : //www. bdmicro. com/

Copyright (c) 2001-2009 .Toerg

L9 2010

Dean,

Wunsch

avrdude: AVR device initialized and ready to
accept instructions

Readj-ns | #####################################
############# | 1oo? o. o2s

avrdude: Device signat.ure = Oxff0Off
avrdude: Expected signature for ATMEGASS is 1E

93 0A
avrdude: safemode: lfuse reads as 62

avrdude: safemode: hfuse reads as DF

avrdude: safemode: efuse reads as 7

avrdude: reading hfuse memory:

Reading I #####################################
############# | 1oo? o. oos

avrdude: writing output fi1e "high.txt"
avrdude: reading lfuse memory:

Readins | #####################################
############# | 1oo? o.oos

avrdude: writj-ng output file "low.txt"

avrdude done. Thank You.

pole1 : /home/wolf#

There's not enough space here to print the full response (AVRdude
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Figure 2. Whipping up a test program: BASCOM feels perfectly at
home under Linux with the Windows API wrapper Wine.

is a real blabbermouth). The two lines you're interested in at this
point are:

avrdude: safemode: ffuse reads as 62

avrdude: safemode: hfuse reads as DF

This gives you the fuse settings you need to know. At the same time,

they are written to the files low.txt and high.txt as specified in the
command. You can view the file contents with:

cat fow.txt.orig
:01000000629D
:00000001FF

and

cat high. txt . orig
:01000000DF20
:00000001FF

lf it's necessary to change the fuse settings, there is a handy tool
available for calculating the hex values: Fusecalc [4]. Of course, you

can also calculate them by hand with the aid of the data sheet. How-

ever, remember what we said: a single mistake could be fatal for the

microcontroller.

You can use AVRdude to write the fuse settings to the microcon-
troller in the same way as you read them:

avrdude -c avrispv2 -P usb -P m88 -U
Ifuse:w: 0x62 :m -U hfuse :w: OxDF:m

Here we omit the response from AVRdude, which gets a bit boring

after a while. The main thing to check is that there aren't any error

messages. lf there are, first check the connecting cables and the

supply voltage. lf errors are indicated but you cannot find the cause,

you can use the -f option to force AVRdude to try to write the set-

tings to the microcontroller despite the error message(s).
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l(nucl<le down, ATmega!
The nextthing you need is a program forthe ATmega. You can write
your own with gcc or BASCOM (which runs nicely under Wine), or
you can use any desired program you already have available, such

as the LED running-light display program from the first article in the
ATM18 AVR board series (which can be downloaded free of charge
from the Elektor website t5l). ln any case, you only need the hex file,
which is designated main.hex here. Use the following command to
download the hex file to the flash memory of the microcontroller:

avrdude -p m88 -c avrispv2 -P usb -F -v -B 10

-F -U ffash:w:main.hex

The response from AVRdude (only the final part is printed here) is:

avrdude: AVR devj-ce initialized and ready to
accept instructions

Readins | #####################################
############# | 1002 0.01s

avrdude: Device signature = 0x1e930a
avrdude: safemode: l-fuse reads as FF

avrdude: safemode: hfuse reads as DF

avrdude: safemode: efuse reads as 1

avrdude: NOTE: FLASH memory has been specified,
an erase cycle will be performed

To disable this feature, specj-fy the
-D option.

avrdude: erasing chip
avrdude: reading input file "main.hex"
avrdude: input file main.hex auto detected as

Intel Hex
avrdude: writing flash (146 bytes):

writing | #####################################
############# | rooz 0.14s

avrdude: 146 bytes of flash written
avrdude: veri-fying flash memory against main.

hex:
avrdude: load data ffash data from input file

main. hex:
avrdude: input fil-e main.hex auto detected as

Intef Hex
avrdude: input file main.hex contains 146 bytes
avrdude: reading on-chip flash data:

Readlns I #####################################
############# | 1oo? o. o7s

6z

avrdude: verifying
avrdude: 145 bytes of'flash verified

avrdude: safemode: l-fuse reads as 62
avrdude: safemode: hfuse reads as DF

avrdude: safemode: efuse reads as 1

avrdude: safemode: Fuses OK

avrdude done. Thank you.

Now the microcontroller has the new program code in its flash
memory, and you can use the program.
Don't forget to connect the appropriate l/O pins of the microcon-
troller to the inputs of the ULN2003 on the ATM18 AVR board [5],
so you can see the running-light pattern on the LEDs.

You need a different program for the Minimodl8, since it doesn't
have any LEDs on board (but it does have a display module). A pro-
gram that outputs a simple message is adequate for testing.

As you can see, it's not that difficult to use the ATM18 AVR board
or Minimodl8 module with a Debian Linux distribution. lf you use

a different distribution, you will need to modify these instructions
appropriately because program installation is slightly different and
there are a few other differences in how things are done.

We conclude our instructions in the friendly spirit of AVRdude:

Elektor/cc2 done. Thank youl

Now you can start having fun with the ATM18 AVR board or Mini-
mod'l 8 in your Linux environment!

(too'rll-l)

lnternet linl<s

[1 ] www.atmel.com/dyn/products/tools_card-mcu.

asp?tool_id=272 5

[2] www.winehq.org

[3] www.elektor.corn/080083

Ia] http://franl<.circleofcurrent.com/fusecalc/fusecalc.php

[5] www.elektor.corn/071035

[6] http://avr8-br-rrn-o-mat.aaabbb.de/

[7] http://sourceforge.net/projects/kontrollerlab/
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Preamble
0xAAAA

Delimiter
0x54C7

Frame lndicator
16 bit

Header
56 bit ffil *uitl3L.a.o

FCS
24bit

Figure. 1. Standard power line data frame structure (1EC61334-5-1).

ing to happen: France, for instance, has begun a very large smart

meter deployment that uses S-FSK. But other countries are waiting

for regulatory bodies to define other standards before they make a

decision on which technology to implement.
lndeed, while S-FSK provides a low data rate (up to 2400 bits/s)'

other modulation schemes promise higher rates. Some of these (for

instance OFDM and DSSS), are being tested or even, in the case of

the Differential Code Shift Keying (DCSK)technique developed by

lC manufacturer Yitran, being deployed (in Spain)'

But for smart meters, S-FSK is definitely the front runner because of

its proven reliability in the field. This means that integrated devices

supporting the technique are becoming available in volume and at

competitive prices. This in turn could spur a wider range of applica-

tions to adopt S-FSK.

What, then, are the main challenges facing the designer of a PLC

modem that implements S-FSK? And to what extent do today's SoCs

deliver a complete solution? Let's begin by understanding the prin-

cipal functions of a power line modem'

Basic architecture of a power line modem
A PLC modem's architecture typically consists of three blocks:
. Analogue Front End (AFE), comprising a coupling device, filters

and a power stage
. Physical layer (PHY)
. Protocol

The physical layer incorporates a system for FSK modulation, filters

and an amplifier.
The protocol layer is the means by which communication between

multiple nodes is managed. The protocol is responsible for safely

transferrinq information between two or more nodes, managing

the payload by encrypting it (if needed - this is not required in

all cases), and generating the correct formatting for the frame to
transmit properly. Figure 1 shows a standard PLC frame format, as

defined by IEC 61 334-5-1 .

Whatever the frame format used, the protocol layer provides the

following functions:
. Acknowledgement-based signalling, with the capability to

retransmit lost packets
. CRC error detection to test the integrity of received data

elektor to-zoto

. Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) capability using the BIU

(Band ln Use) detector to check if the line is in use - a means of
collision-avoidance.

. Addressing

. Encrypting of data for transmission

. Full control over the following transmission parameters:

- Acknowledged

- Unacknowledged

- Repeated transmit
- Sequence numbering

Extent of integration in today's modem lCs
Early moves by semiconductor manufacturers to satisfy demand for

S-FSK devices failed to provide completely integrated solutions, or
left a significant amount of software implementation to the OEM

designer. A popular reference design for S-FSK modems, DRM035'

was released by the then Motorola Semiconductor in 2003, based

on the 56F801 digital signal controller. Still marketed by Freescale

Semiconductor today, the reference design can be used as a blue-

print for the design engineer to develop their own solution.
But this approach of implementing modulation and protocol layer

functions in software leftthe design engineerto implementthe AFE

discretely - a tricky task. PLC systems connected to the AC grid

must, at least in Europe, comply with the following standards:

. Powerline signalling (EN50065-1:2001, FCC Part 15)

. Powerline immunity (EN50065-2-1 :2003, EN61 000-3-2/3)

. Safety(EN60950)

How to couple a PLC system to the grid
Cenerally speaking, a coupling network (capacitor and transformer)

is the means by which signals are injected (or received) onto (or

from) the AC power line ('mains'). One side of the transformer is

driven by the output stage of the PLC modem's amplifier.

The role of the capacitor is to reject the grid's 50 Hz (60 Hz)voltage:

it also provides impedance to make the connection of the two volt-

age sources (AC grid and power line signalling) in parallel'

The power amplifier driving the transformer can be implemented
in two ways: with discrete transistors integrated inside an S-FSK

lC (as in the ST7570); or in the form of a dedicated lC (such as the

65
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Figure 2. Block diagram of PLC modem AFE using the Avago HCPL-800J.

AMIS-49587). An integrated power amplifier offers a very compact
design, but it might in some instances restrict range, and be limited
in its temperature tolerance. This could occur, for example, if the
impedance at the power amplifier is very low.
For applications that require galvanic isolation, Avago Technologies
has introduced the HCPL-800J coupling lC. As shown in Figure 2, the
isolated output stage can directly drive a coupling network made
of a capacitor and inductor.
Coupling to the power line is not the only problematic area of the
AFE - the band pass filter is also important. Before designing a suit-
able filter, it is necessary to consider in which region of the world the
modem is to be operated. ln Europe, the EN50065 spurious emis-
sion limit curve governs the maximum level of all harmonics for all
frequencies in the range from 10 kHz to 148 kHz. For example, if a
modem transmits on a carrier frequency of 120 kHz, it is necessary
to ensure that the second and third harmonics are at a level below
62 dBpV and 58 dBpV respectively.
The situation in the US is different: here, regulations do not specifi-
cally limit all harmonics, but rather limit only the harmonic levels
at frequencies greater than 500 kHz. This means that if the same
120kHz modem is to be used in the US, only out-of-band harmon-
ics greater than the fourth order are of concern. Also there is a limit
in the amplitude of the output signal of 122 dBpV.

Today's integrated solutions
The latest semiconductor product introductions for S-FSK modems
are far more integrated than the Freescale reference design men-

Band name

Band A

Band B

tioned above - in fact, they are best
described as S-FSK modem systems-on-
chip. The AMIS-49587 from ON Semi-
conductor, released in its latest version in
December 2009, implements the physi-
cal interface (PHY) in mixed-signal hard-
ware blocks and the Media Access Control
(MAC) and protocol layer on an embedded
firmware ROM. The firmware runs on an

embedded ARMT core. The device can
communicate with an applications pro-
cessor via Serial Communications lnter-
face (SCl).

By eliminating the need for the system
designerto develop the protocol layer, ON

Semiconductor greatly accelerates the end product development
process - at an applications level, the system just needs to feed raw
data to the AMlS-49587 over the SCl, and the SoC handles all the
processing and transmission of the data.
The intention of STMicroelectronics' S-FSK SoC, the 5T7570, is simi-
lar. lt is a complete implementation of an S-FSK modem, including
the whole AFE. lts architecture is slightly different from the AMIS-
49587: the ST7570 performs modulation through turnkey firmware
running on a DSP core; it uses an embedded 8051 controller core to
implement the protocol layer's PHY and MAC.

These new devices - the 5T7570 is about to come out of the'sam-
pling' phase - illustrate the level of integration that has just become
available to designers of S-FSK modems. The main challenge in
designing PLC networking gear has therefore now shifted from
implementing the communications - this job is now done by SoCs

- to value-added functions, such as the user interface, and appli-
ance monitoring and control capabilities.

Perhaps this availability of turnkey lC designs, from multiple lC man-
ufacturers that are big enough to support high-volume production,
will do more than anything to drive the market towards the S-FSK

as the modulation technique of choice for power line communica-
tions. The decisive blow in the PLC modulation 'format wars' might
already have been landed.

(roo+s6)

Usage

For utility companies only

Applications without an access protocol

Applications with an access protocol
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ln this course you will learn how to program an embedded microcontroller.

We will start with the absolute basics and we will go into a lot of detail.

You cannot learn about software without understanding the hardware so

we will also take a close look at the components and schematics. At the end

of the course you will be able to design your own embedded

applications and write the appropriate
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WheelieGT

By Gtinter 6erold anci Uwe Hofmann (Germany)

It's been over a year since we introduced

the Elel<tor Wheelie (a self balancing single

axle vehicle). Now the CT modification

described here senses the speed of each road

wheel to give better stability and improved

performance over uneven terrain.

Up until now the Elektor Wheelie control
system used an accelerometer and a tilt sen-
sor to sense movement of the vehicle's foot-
plate. The tilt angle and the rate of change
of the tilt angle are used in a control sys-

tem which drives two motors to keep the
vehicle stable. Leaning forwards tilts the
plate forwards and produces an accelera-
tion response from the control system;
leaning backwards has the opposite effect.
The regulation is applied to both motors
equally. A pot sensing left/right tilting of
the contrc! lever adjusts the current to the
drive motors thereby allowing the Wheelie
to turn corners.
The control system does not have any
information on the rotational speed of the
wheels so it cannot compensate for any
load variation on individual wheels. When
a wheel hits an obstacle the control sys-

tem reacts by increasing drive to the free
wheel, proclucing an unwanted turn. Off-
road capabilities of the originalWheelie are

therefore somewhat limited.
To solve this problem we have added rota-
tion sensors to each of the two wheels. Now
the control system can sense the wheel
speed and adjust power to the individual
motor, helping it to overcome obstacles.

68

The gear tooth sensor
A good way to measure the rotational speed
of a gear wheel is to use a gear tooth sen-
sor. This device (Figure 1) uses a magnet
and a Hall-Effect sensor to measure mag-
netic field strength. When the device is
placed close to the teeth of a rotating gear
wheel the disturbance caused by each tooth
moving through the field can be detected
by the Hall-Effect sensor which outputs a

sawtooth waveform. The 4T5665 detector
from Allegro includes a signal condition-

"jl
it

l

l,'
I

:

U
Figure 1 . The gear tooth sensor consists

of a permanent magnet and a Hall-Effect
element to sense the magnetic field.

Tff
rt

ing circuit with an amplifier and compara-
tor (Figure 2);this generates a more useful
square wave output signal. These sensors
were originally developed for use in vehicu-
lar ABS systems and drive control.
The Elektor Wheelie uses a direct drive sys-

tem with the final drive gear wheel con-
nected directly to the road wheel. This con-
figuration makes it simple to fit this type
of sensor to the gearbox. This non-contact
form of revolution sensing is very reliable, is

not subject to wear and can be completely
sealed from the environment. A small PCB

(Figure 3) has been designed for mounting
the sensor together with the other three
components shown in the circuit in Figure
4. The board greatly simplifies the job of fit-
ting the sensor to the gearbox. The newer
4T5667 from Allegro can be substituted for
the 4T5665 shown in the circuit diagram.

Evaluating the data
The ATMega8 in Figure 5 evaluates the
speed impulses received from the two sen-

:crs connected to K3 and K4. Connector
K1 provides an lzC interface between the
ATMega8 evaluation board and the existing
ATMega32 (pins 22 and 23) on the Wheelie
main board.

1o-201o elektor



The sensors output 60 impulses for each

revolution of the road wheel. A riietttod cf
measuring speed by counting the numLrer

of impulses in a given time window ciurs irot
give sufficient resolution especi.i!ly v;,teir

the Wheelie is travelling; at loi,'u sper"r-.
It is better to measure the time treivv€en
impulses i.e. the time it takes for trvo qe;;t

teeth to pass the sensor. A. free r,lrr,-i;:,r
timer is used to measure this peiioi, ihe
firmware keeps track of the timer ovet'
flows to calculate the time interval. The

evaluation board configures itseit ds 3ri i2C

slave. When a request is received from ihe
ATMega32 main board the evaluation bo;rr<i

responds by returning the values.

The values sent are the reciprocai ui iilr:
wheei speed. The ATMega32 first calc.ri; tt':,

the speed in km/h then the indivi'luai v,;i-:ee!

speeds are summed and the vaiue Llsefi io
scale the control lever sensitivity.
The speed reading could also be used in
the development of a speedometer for the
Wheelie or as one of the operating param-

eters transferred over a telemetry link.

Fitting the components
The complete additional parts requirr:d i.,r

implement the CT modificatioris consist:

of a evaluation PCB to take the ATMega8
microcontroller and two small PCBs on

which the sensors are mounted. The evalua-

tion board (Figure 6) contains no SMDs and

is not at all difficult to assemble. The sensor

PCBs however have two SMD components
(R.l and C1) which need to be soldered on

the track side of the board. The Hall-effect

Figure 4. Circuit diagram
ofthe sensor PCB.

elektor ro-zoro
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f:igure 2. The AT5665 sensor contains an integrated amplifier and comparator.

Sensor board

Resistors

Rl = 1 Okf)

Capacitors

C.l = 100nF

Semiconductors
lC1 = 4T5665 (or 4T5667, see text)

Miscellaneous
l(1 = 3-pin pinheader
PCB no. 1 00479-2 "

-A kit of parts containing signal process-

ing board (1 00479-1 ), two sensor boards
(100479-2) and all components is avail-

able from the Elektor Shop, order code
100479-71.

Figure 3. A smail PCB simplifies the job of
fitting the sensor to the gearbox.

Figure 5. The evaluation board ATMega8 processes

both gear tooth sensor siqnals.

PD{ (XCKI0)
pcs(FEEEi) PD3{rNTt}

(ADC5ISCL) PDz(Nro)

(ADC{S0A} PDl (Trc)

{ADC3) PD0(RXD)

{ADc2)
(ADCI) PB5(SCn

ATmegaS-16P1 pB1(ofiA)

6-r
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Figure 7. Mounting the sensor
on the small PCB.

Figure 8. Release the four bolts and

carefully remove the casing which holds

the stub axle and the final drive gear wheel.

)","t

Figure 9. The correct hole position from
the casing edge.

Signal processor board with ATMega8

Resistors

R.l ,R2 = 4.7kf)
R3 = 10kfi

Capacitors
C1,C2 = 10nF
C6,C7 = 27 pF (or 22PF\
C3,C8 = 100nF

Semiconductors
Dl = 1N4148
lC1 = ATMegaS-16P1, programmed) '

Miscellaneous
X1 = 16MHz quartz crYstal

K1 = 4-pin pinheader
K3,K4 = 3-pin pinheader
K2 = 6-pin (2x3) pinheader
PCB no. 100479-.1 

-

sensor is mounted from the other side of
the board and soldered on the track side.

The legs are first bent flat along the body
of the sensor (Figure 1 ) and then pushed

through the board and soldered to the
pads on the track side. Note that a small gap

should be left between the sensor and PCB

(Figure 7), This allows the sensor to be fixed

to the PCB using epoxy adhesive. The lead

ends can now be cropped close to the sol-

der joints on the PCB. Finally a short length

of heat shrink sleeving over the sensor will
prevent any possibility of the leads shorting

to the gearbox casing. Connections to the
board can be made by soldering the three
wires directly to the pads of K1 . This is more

robust and removes any reliability issues of
a connector at K1.

Construction
The mosttime-consuming part of this mod-

ification will be fitting the rotation sensors

into the two motor gearboxes. The great-

est challenge is drilling one hole in the gear-

box aluminium casing - and get it right first
time round!
Firstly undo the four screws holding the
gearbox cover in position then pull the cover

off complete with the stub axle and larqe

gearwheel (Figure 8). The housing will be

filled with grease. The ball race housing con-

tains a spring washer which will most likely

adhere to the ball race as you pull it out of
the housing. Keep this washer safe, you will
need it later during reassemblY.

The position of the hole to take the sen-

sor can now be marked on the casing, it is

-A kit of parts containing signal process-

ing board (1 00479-1 ), two sensor boards
(i 00479-2) and all components is avail-
able from the Elektor Shop, order code
100479-71.

Figure 6. The evaluation board is wired
to both sensors and the Wheelie main

board.

1 1.5 mm (0.45 inch)awayfrom the edge of
the casing {Figure 9 and Figure 10). Use a

centre punch to mark the point; it will pre-

vent the drillfrom wandering. Before drill-
ing it will be necessary to clean the grease

away from the area where the hole will be

drilled. Lay some paper kitchen towels or
clean rags on the bench to catch any swarf.

Debris which does find its way into the cas-

ing can be removed with a pair of tweezers
(the more rneticulous types out there will
no doubt remove all the grease, flush out
the housing after drilling and re-pack with
grease).

Once the position has been marked and

double checked make a pilot hole through
the casing using a 3 mm (1/8 inch)drill.
Check the position of the hole again before

drilling through with a 9 mm (3/8 inch)drill.
The sensor PCB (with its cables attached)
can now be permanently fixed to the casing

using two-pack epoxy glue (with the sen-

sor chip positioned into the hole). Be sure

to degrease and abrade this area ofthe case

before glrring. Once the glue has set the
hole (Figure 11)will be completely sealed

by the PCB (Figure 12) and the sensor will
be ciose enough to the gear teeth to gener-

ate impulses when the cog turns. Any debris

remaining in the gearbox housing must be

carefully removed before re-greasing the
gear wheels and reassembling the housing
(don't forget the spring washer).

Wiring
Three-core cables are used to connect the

sensor PCBs to the ATMegaS PCB.

;f

ATMeqa8 signal
processing board

l(1/Pin 1 (CND)

l(1/Pin2(+5Y;

l<l iPin 3 (SDA)

l(1/Pin 4 (SCL)

7o

Connection to
the Wheelie
main board

K3/Pin 5 (GND)

l(2/Pin2(+5Y;

lC7lPin 23 (SDA)

lC7lPin 22 (SCL)

1o-2olo elektor



11,5 mm
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Figure 
.l 

0. The motor before...

A four-way flat band cable connects to Kl of the ATMega8 PCB

and to the points specified in Table 1 on the existing main board
in the Wheelie.

!,oftr,v;r re a n d U prJa les
The firmware for the ATMega8 fitted to the evaluation board can

be downloaded for free from the Elektor Website. The direct link
is: www.elektor.com/ 1 0047 9.

A commented source file is included in the download folder for
this article along with the Hexfile.
The Elel<tor shop stocl<s the complete kit to convert the stand-
ard Wheelie to the Wheelie CT including a pre-programmed
ATMega8.
It will also be necessary to upgrade the existing ATMega32 main
board firmware in the Wheelie so that it can handle data from the
evaluation board. The new firmware (hex and source code) is avail-

able forfree download from www.elel<tor.com/1 00479.
Some hardware modifications will also necessary to the main
board for Wheelies using the CT sensors:
1. Replace the three 470 StF capacitors Cl , C2 and C3 with better

spec 1 000 pF capacitors (use low ESR types e.g. the Panasonic

FM series).
2. Change Rl 4 to 47 ko and add a 1 00 nF capacitor between lC7/

Pin34 (ADC6) and ground (solder it between the correct leg of
Rl4 and ground)

The improvement in stability of the Wheelie CT version (especially

in off-road situations) can be seen on one ofthe author's YouTube

videos; search for guenterl 604.
(roo+zg)

ffi#

Figure 1 1 . ...and after fixing the sensor PCB
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DESICN TIPS

From Microphone to Line lnPut
By A.J. Ribbink (The Netherlands)

The requirements a microphone preamplifier is expected to meet

are very different from those formulated for a line amplifier. For the

first, a large gain and a low noise contribution are very important'
while a line amplifier has to be able to handle a much larger signal

without generating distortion. A microphone input has a sensitiv-

ity of a few millivolts; a line input must be able to cope with several

volts.
ln most cases a different type of circuit is used for each of these

different types of input. With the circuit described here it is how-

ever possible to meet both requirements at the same time. Using

only a single potentiometer, both the gain and the volume can be

adjusted.
A dead common (audio) amplifier is shown in Figure 1. ln this circuit

the amplification (gain)A is determined by the ratio of the feedback

resistor R to R1 as follows:

A = (R+Rl)/R1.

Volume control Rp is really nothing more than a voltage divider com-

prising R3 and R2, where R2 + R3 = Rp. Drawing it in a different way

eter, both gain and volume can be controlled'
R1 is still present in Figure 3, where its function is to limit the maxi-

mum gain. The additional resistor R4 has two purposes: it prevents

a potential (and undesired) short circuit of the amplifier output and

forms the voltage divider for the volume control, together with the

R3 part of the potentiometer.

The circuit can be used with lCs as well as amplifiers built from dis-

crete components. The value of R4 can be changed to the desired

output impedance and the volume control curve. lf control all that
way down to zero volts at Uorl is not required, then Uout can also be

taken directly from the output of the amplifier circuit.

A bad contact in the wiper of the potentiometer will not result in too

much of a cracking noise, because Rl +Rp+R4 are connected in paral-

lel with feedback resistor R. The gain is reduced in the event of poor

wiper contact, which means that cracking noise remains limited.
ln most circuits R1 has a much smaller value than R2. For a smooth

control, Rl should therefore change value much slower than R2'

A (reverse) logarithmic potentiometer is therefore recommended.

With a normal logarithmic potentiometer the volume will reduce

results in the schematic of Figure 2. The operation of the voltage

divider can be expressed as:

D = R2/(R2+R3).

Cain factorA and division ratio D together determine the amplifica-

tion of the overall circuit as in

Uout=AxDxU;n.

The output voltage is therefore adjustable by changing R1 and/or

R2.

Because of the opposite actions of R1 and R2 - a larger value of
R1 results in a smaller output voltage, while a larger value of R2

increases the output voltage -these two resistors can be combined

as illustrated in Figure 3. ln this way, using only a single potentiom-

72

when the potentiometer is turned clockwise! A reverse-log poten-

tiometer or a logarithmic slide potentiometer mounted 'upside

down' gives a normal, familiar control.

Suitable resistance values are, for example, 50 kA for Rn 22 kQ for

R, 56 O for R1 and 220 Q for R4. Using these values the maximum
and minimum amplification are about 360 and 1.5, respectively.

At the lowest operating frequency the capacitors need to have a

(much) smaller impedance than R1 and R4. The input impedance of
the circuit is mostly determined by resistor Rin and can be adjusted

to suit whatever signal sources are likely to be connected' Noise

suppression filters and/or frequency dependent networks can be

connected in front ofthis. Frequency dependent feedback is not rec-

ommended for this circuit, because the the RC filter characteristic

will change when the gain and volume are adjusted.
(o9or8z-l)
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RETRONICS XL

80 Candles forthe Pentode

fl

F$1
w

Figure 1 . Eighty years back in time. Left to right: tubes type
RES1 64, 34,EF97 and 1j1 8b.

By Andre Adrian, DLl ADR (Germany)

The first transistor radio was called Regency TR-1 and appeared

on the market in 1954, at a time when radios with vacuum tubes

had been around for decades. One of the most successful tubes

is the pentode, a vacuum electron tube with five (Greek: pente)

electrodes. A famous early pentode was the 'RCA-34' (UX-234)' it
reached commercial use in the early 1930s and was announced as

a '5uper-Control R-F Amplifier Pentode'.
To celebrate the Pentode's 80th birthday this article in the Retronics

series describes the construction of a shortwave radio for the 49 m

supply rail and the suppressor grid is tied to the negative terminal
ofthe anode battery.
The '34' pentode has a barium oxide coated filament. The filament
requires 2 V at about 60 mA. The resulting 120 milliwatts cause the
filament to heat up to 800'C and to glow nearly invisibly. The Rus-

sian subminiature pentode type 1lH1 85 (1j18b) requires even less

heating power: 1 .2 V at 24 mA.
ln Figure 1 you see pictured, left to right: type RES164 pentode (ca.

1 928), type 34 pentode (ca. 1 930), miniature pentode type EF97

(1957), and a subminiature pentode type 11H.185. The (spectacularly)

low-voltage type EF97 can work with just 6 volts on its 'plate'.

Basic operation of the Audion
An Audion consists of an LC resonant circuit for setting the reception

frequency, and an amplifier. To enable very high gain to be achieved,

part of the amplified RF signal is fed back to the input. Consequently

the Audion operates as an amplifier on the verge of self-oscillation.

The radio frequency is amplified and demodulated simultaneously.
Amplitude demodulation is achieved by the different response of
the control grid to negative and positive voltages. The rectifier in
the tube between control grid and filament is conductive for posi-

tive voltages, but not for negative voltages. A'grid leak' network
of 1 MA in parallel with a capacitor of 68 pF at the control grid sup-
ports the grid rectifier.

A simplified Audion radio
Changes in the feedback cause changes in frequency. To keep this
effectwithin limits, a radio ham called F.H. Schnell in the 1920s

added an adjustable attenuator element in parallel with the feed-

back winding. ln the simple circuit shown in Figure 2, all compo-
nents determining the receiving frequency and feedback are con-

build a shortwave radio based on th e'34'pentode

and 41 m broadcast bands, based on the'34' pentode orlatertypes'
With only one tube and a 'l .5 m (5 ft.) wire antenna, reasonable

reception at headphone volume levels is within reach' Depending

on the tube used, the anode voltage is a safe 6 to 45 volts supplied

by batteries. The radio can be built in 'classic'fashion using a flat coil

and variable capacitor, or in modern guise using a ferrite core and a

variable capacitance diode. The successor to the pentode, the field

effect transistor (FET), can also be used, although its higher gain will

make tuning the radio a real achievement.

ln the beginning: tungsten
The hot tungsten filament of an incandescent lamp emits electrons.

This was observed by Thomas Alva Edison in 1883 as he installed
an electrode next to a filament in the bulb. ln vacuum, a current

flows between filament and anode. ln the course of the years more

electrodes were 'inserted' between filament and anode' Beside the

cathode and anode, the pentode has a control grid, a screen grid

and a suppressor grid. The control grid can be said to correspond to
the gate ofa FET. The screen grid is usually connected to the positive

l4

nected to ground (earth) at a single point. The LC resonant cir-

cuit consists of variable capacitor Cl and a section of coil L1 . The

antenna and the control grid are connected to a tap on the reso-

nant circuit.
Coils L1A and Ll B work as an autotransformer and adapt the low AC

resistance of the antenna and control grid to the high-impedance

resonant circuit. The feedback is via C2 onto feedback winding L1 C

with its parallel connected attenuator in the form of potentiometer
Rl, which acts as the feedback control. Ll C forms a second auto-
transformer with the rest of 11. With the centre of L1 grounded,

a phase shift of 1 80 degrees is established between the feedback

winding and the resonant circuit. The desired positive feedback is

obtained in conjunction with the phase shift of the amplifier.

High-frequency choke L2 separates the RF part of the Audion from

the AF part. Every inductor has stray parallel capacitance - invis-

ible but always present! For the RF choke we have about 10 pF. The

stray capacitance of the primary winding of output transformer Tr1

is much higher. Without 12, it would effectively short-circuit the

high frequency signal.

1o-201o elektor



Figure 2. Schematic of the simplified Audion '2010 style'

OutputtransformerTrl matches the high AC resistance of the tube
to the low impedance of the Walkman-style headphones. The two
32 Q earpieces are connected in parallel.
The 'A' battery supplies heater pornrer to the tube, the 'B' battery,
the anode (plate) voltage. An AA size NiMH battery is just fine as a

Figure 3. The author's simplified Audion constructed on
breadboard.

RETRONICS XL

r 50mm r

r-t

Figure 4. Use this template to make your own 4l -mm holder for
the spider web coil in the radio.

filament power source. The anode battery consists of two series-
connected 9 V batteries. Current consumption amounts to 24 mA
from the A battery, and 2 mA from the B battery.
Capacitor C3 short circuits any RF signal at the screen grid. The sec-

ondary of Tri is intentionally not grounded. The front panel should
consist of a grounded metal plate, or at least have some kind of
metal foil (grounded, ofcourse) on the inside. The antenna connee
tor should be located at the rear of the enclosure. All these meas-
ures reduce the sensitivity of the circuit against the dreaded 'hand
effect' - if the radio operator's hand is in the vicinity of the radio,
the resonant circuit is detuned.
The length of the antenna should be limited to 1.5 m (5 ft.). A longer
antenna is possible and allows you to pick up more stations but
only if connected via a small capacitor of 4.7 pF to 33 pF. A proper
antenna earth connection is essential to good reception. The CND
connection ofthe circuit should be connected to conductive heat-
ing pipe.
Potentiometer Rl also adjusts the volume. lf you turn it up too far
you will hear a howling sound. Your Audion then works as a trans-
mitter and may cause interference on other receivers. Remember,

the Audion is a regenerative radio!

Practicalities
The parts list of the proposed receiver is given in the inset.
The picture ofthe breadboarded prototype in Figure 3 shows the

Retronics is o monthly column covering vintoge electronics including legendary Elektor designs. Contributions, suggestions ond
requests ore welcomed: pleose send on emoil to editor@elektor.com

tl,c
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I
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RETRONICS XL

Audion Parts List

C1 = 35pF tuning capacitor with reduction gear (vernier), or Philips

'beehive' style (Opperman Electronic, Germany)

C2 = 1nF ceramic multilayer capacitor

C3 = 10nF ceramic multilayer capacitor

Ll = spider web coil 10+5+5 turns 0.3 mm (AWG #28) enamelled

copper wire.

L2 = l mH choke (Fastron SMCC)

R1 = 47kO potentiometer, linear

S 1 = SPST on/of switch

Tr'l = 1:10 miniature AF transformer, colour code: blue (Reinhdfer

Electronic, Germany)

V.l = 1j18b tube (NOS on Ebay)

3.5mm stereo jacl< socl<et

Battery holder for one 1.5V AA cell

Clip-on leads for 9 V 61R22 batteries

beehive trimmer, the tube, the potentiometer, the output trans-
former next to the jack socket and the earphones. The spider web
coil is visible in the rear.

The spider web coil support consists of 0.4 mm thick transparent
PE plastic which is sold as sheets in the stationery trade (anyone
remember late afternoon Powerpoint presentations using over-
head projectors?). The template shown in Figure 4 is placed under
the film and its outline is copied onto the sheet with a CD marker
pen. The shape can be cut out using heavy duty paper scissors. To

allow the slots to be cut easily 3 mm (1/8 in.) holes are drilled at the
ends. Forthe complete winding you'll need 3.2 m (approx. 11 ft.) of
0.3 mm (AWC #28) enamelled copperwire, plus two pieces of about
.l 

0 cm (4 in.) for the taps. The wire should be wound tightly onto
the former. After 10 turns, a wire loop is bent. Before you continue
winding, solder the wire loop to the connection wire. The second
tap is after another five turns.
For more on tube radios, visit the author's website tll.

(0s1 047)

lnternet Linl<

www.andreadrian.de/sdr/ (in Cerman)
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INFOTAINMENT

Hexadoku

in this the Northern henrisphere leaves are starting to fall and temperatures have gradually dropped to

levels where you might want to stay indoors. ldeal conditions we say for a new release of Elel<tor's famed &

famous Hexadol<u puzzle. Enterthe right numbers in the puzzle, send the ones in the grey boxes to us and

vou automatically enter the prize draw for four Elel<tor Shop vouchers. Have fun!

The instructions forthis puzzle are straightforward. Fully geared to
electronics fans and programmers, the Hexadoku puzzle employs

the hexadecimal range 0 through F. ln the diagram composed of
'I 6 x 16 boxes, enter numbers such that all hexadecimal numbers

0 through F (that's 0-9 and A-F) occur once only in each row, once

in each column and in each of the 4x4 boxes (marked by the thicker
black lines). A number of clues are given in the puzzle and these
determine the start situation. Correct entries received enter a draw
for a main prize and three lesser prizes. All you need to do is send us

the numbers in the grey boxes.

LGllllll
Correct solutions received from the entire Elektor readership automati- Before November 1, 2010, send your solution (the numbers in the grey

cally enter a prize draw for one Elel<tor Shop voucher worth f 80.00 boxes) by email, fax or post to

and three Elektor Shop Vouchers worth f 40.00 each, which should Elektor Hexadoku - I000, Creat West Road - Brentford TWg 9HH
encourage all Elektor readers to participate. 

United *ingdom.

Fax(+44;2082614441 Email:hexadol<u@elel<tor.com

Prize winners
The solution ofthe July/August 201 0 Hexadocube is: 2975EF.

The Sceptre/lntersceptre kit worth f 236 was won by: Simon Lehmayr (Cermany).

The t40.00 vouchers have been awarded to: Andy Wood (Australia), Per Troelsen (Denmark) and Jean-Claude Ca116 (France).

Congratulations everyone!

A7B5 F1E8 0243 c69D
649F 2C7D BB15 O3EA
OCBD 8364 9A7E 2F51
132E 9A50 FDC6 8487
BBO9 D74C 652A F13E
FD46 E5OA 1837 9C28
25C7 3FB1 49EB DOA6
E1A3 6829 CFDO 8574
796A 4E1F 3COB 5D82

3A6BDOFC 7982 E451
BE34 c6A5 D782 190F
5218 OBD3 A69F 7E4C
4F72 s03E BlAD 9B=ce

E7F39A51 BDC6 20B4
CBEO L4FB 7369 A2D5
36DB A297 5EFC 4810

(c) PzL com

The competition is not open to employees of Elektor lnternational Media, its business partners and/or associated publishing houses.

B 4 C 0 1 3 F

8 D 6 E C 5 B 3

7 F 3 I 8 0 D C 6 2 A
D 2 4 C 6

6 7 F 3

A 2 D B 1 c F I
c 7 B 1 2 E D 5 B A 0 4

0 B 6 3 1

8 B 1 5 6

6 A 3 0 4 2 F 7 E

2 C I 4 3 0 1 6

2 4 6 E 9 D 7

2 4 C 8 3 0

9 4 1 0 2 C D 8

B 7 c F A 0 D I 5

0 c 3 1 2 I E
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ASTROBE U3.O
www.astrobe.com

Windows Development System for LPC2000

microcontrollers.
. Develop high-and low-level software without

C or assembler
. Generate fast 32-bit native ARM code
. No special programming hardware required
. Personal, Standard and Professional Editions

BvUlc
www.byvac.com
. PlC32 With BASIC
. ARM With Forth
. USB to l2C
. Serial Devices
r W]00 LCD Displays

EMBEDDED ADVENTURES
www.embeddedadventures.com

From news and tutorials to modules, components

and kits, we have everything for your next

microcontroller based project.

Your embedded adventure stafts here.

ddvBhlf$Ads
CEDA
www.ceda.in
ceda@vsnl.com

o PCB Layout @ $5 Hourly
. Learn PCB Designing with Multimedia DVD in

0rCAD, PADS & ALLEGR0
. Self or e-learning with support by email, phone

& web-meeting

ATOMIC PROGRAMMIiIG tTD
www.atomicprogram ming.com
o AP- 1 14 ISP/JTAG Programming System
. JTAG Programming and Testing
o Boundary Scan Testing
. Universal ln-System Programming
. EEPR0M and SPI Flash 0ut-of-Circuit

Programming
. Generic GDB Proxy

Server
. Jennic JN51 48

ZigBee Development

Applications
. Training Platform available

FIRST TECHI{OIOGY TRAilSFER LTD.
http://www.ftt.co. uk
. 

_TraillS 
and Consulting A rj^t

ilii,'ii#3iLTl"1lo {Jt l?:i:i:ifl'
. Assembler, C, C++ (all levels)
r 8, l6 and 32 bit microcontrollers
. Microchip, ARM, Renesas, Tl, Freescale

. CMX, uCOSll, FreeRT0S, Linux operating

systems
r Ethernet, CAN, USB, TCP/B Zigbee, Bluetooth

programming

FTEXIPANET LTD
www.f lexipanel,com

TEAclippers - the smallest

PIC programmers in the world,

from 120 each:
oPer-copyfirmwaresales i : I i,
. Firmware programming & archiving' 

- " '
. ln-the-field firmware updates
. Protection from design theft by subcontractors

DESIGNER SYSTEMS
http://www.desi gnersystems.co. u k

Professional product development services.
r Marine (Security, Tracking, Monitoring & control)
. Automotive (AV, Tracking,

Gadget, Monitoring & control)
. lndustrial (Safety systems,

Monitoring over Ethernet)
r Telecoms (PSTN handsets, GSM/GPRS)
o AudioVisual (HD)DVD accessories & controllers)

Tel: +44 (0) 845 51 92306

AVIT RESEARCH
www.avitresearch.co.uk
USB has never been so simple...

with our USB to Microcontroller lnterface cable.

Appears just like a serial port to both PC and

Microcontroller, for really easy USB connection to

your projects, or replacement of existing RS232

interfaces.

See our webpage for more

details. From 110.00.
FUTURE TECHiIOTOGY DEVICES
http://www.ft d ich i p.com

FIDI designs and sells

USB-UART and USB-FIFO

interface i.c.'s.

Complete with PC drivers,

these devices simplify the task of designing or

upgrading peripherals to USB

BETA TAYOUT
www. pcb-pool.com

Beta layout Ltd Award-

winning site in both

English and German

offers prototype

PCBs at a fraction of the cost of the usual

manufacturer's prices.

EASYSYT{C ,1"'

o#
http://www.easysync.co. uk
EasySync Ltd sells a wide

range of single and multi-
port USB to RS232/RS422

and RS485 converters at competitive prices.

EtltEC
www.elnec.com
Europe's leading device programmers

manufacturer: - O*=

:liflffiffi,,,,:!Z
. free SW updates
. SW release: few times a week
r excellent technical support:

Algorithms 0n Request,0n Demand SW
. all products at stock / fast delivery

BTACK ROBOTICS
www.blackrobotics.com
Robot platforms and brains for

research, hobby and education.

. Make your robot talk!

. TalkBotBrain is open-source
o Free robot speech soltware
o Robot humanisation technology
. Mandibot Gripper Robot
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products and seruices directory
HEXUIAX LTD
, l,,vw, hexwax.com

World leaders in Driver-Free USB lCs:
. USB-UART/SPI/I2C bridges
. TEA|eaf-USB authentication dongles
. expandl0-USB l/0 USB expander
. USB-FileSys flash drive with SPI interface
. USB-DAQ data logging flash drive

!1
-=-- = E 

= = 160pagesoftechaudioartides

il; ;ffi ser,linh^'itz,Cordell,Passa.o.

ii"rr"ai"arr"t r*" :WtO.rX,

WWW,
elektor.

c0m

STEORI{ SKDB IITE
Join the SKDB Lite, the place

to understand, discuss and

experiment with magnetics.
. Learn more about magnetics and

electromagnetics
r Pafiicipate in developer forums and discussion

sunounding magnetics and related topics.

For FREE access to SKDB Lite:

https://kdb.steorn.com/ref 25

ROBOT ELECTROiIICS
http://www. robot-e lectron ics.co. u k

Advanced Sensors and Electronics for Robotics

. Ultrasonic Range Finders

. Compass modules

. lnfra-Red Thermal sensors

. Motor Controllers

r Vision Systems

o Wireless Telemetry Links

r Embedded Controllers

USB I]{STRUMEIITS
http://www. usb-instruments.com

USB lnstruments specialises

in PC based instrumentation

products and software such

as 0scilloscopes, Data

Loggers, Logic Analaysers

which interface to your PC via USB

fiff:fTt^,T'ij-,,,W
. High, Full or Low speed captures
. Graphical analysis and filtering
o Automatic speed detection
. Bus powered from high speed PC

. Capture buttons and feature connector

. 0ptional analysis classes

RoBoT|O ta'rF"--
http://www.robotiq.co.uk f,* T-
illiJl,l"'#'i'['1,',]]'u, l,=''' {r
Now, available in time for X-mas

r Arduino Starter Kits 
-NEW!1"

. Lego NXT Mindstorms

. Affordable Embedded Linux Boards

. Vex Robotics (kits and components)

o POB Robots (kits and components)

email: sales@robotiq.co.ukTel: 020 8669 0769

vrRTrr{s TEcHI{oroGY
www.vidins.com

PC and Pocket PC based

virtual instrument such

as sound card real time

oscilloscope, spectrum

analyzer, signal generator,

multimeter, sound meter,

distortion analyzer, LCR meter.

Free to download and try.

Elektor Electronics has a feature to help
customers promote their business,
Showcase - a permanent feature of the
magazine where you will be able to showcase
your products and services.

For just f242 + YAT (f22 per issue for
eleven issues) Elektor will publish your
company name, website address and a

30-word description
For f363 + VAI for the year (f33 per
issue for eleven issues) we will publish
the above plus run a 3cm deep full colour

image - e.g. a product shot, a screen shot
from your site, a company logo - your
choice

Places are limited and spaces will go on
a strictly first come, first served basis.
So-please fax back your order today!

II I wish to promote my company. please book my space:
. Text insertion only for f242 + VAT . Text and photo for f363 + VAI

NAME: ,..,ORGANISATION:

ADDRESS:.....
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SHOP Boor(s, cD-RoMs, DVDs, rcrs & MoDULES

Going Strong

New models and applications

Nobody has any doubt that valve amplifiers produce a remarkably beautiful sound. They have a

lively, deep, clear, and expressive sound, and dynamically they do not appear to have any limita-

tions. Menno van derVeen investigates, in a systematictheoretical approach, the reasons forthese

beautiful properties. He develops new models for power valves and transformers, thus enabling

the designerto determine the properties of the amplifier during the design process. You will notice

in this book that the author not only writes about amplifier technique, buttells about the way the

development of valve amplifiers can have an influence on your daily life; even the usefulness of

patents is discussed. Summarizing: new theories and solutions for perfect audio with valve ampli-

fiers. Not only the professional and the DIY-er but everyone who wants to understand valve ampli-

fiers will read this book with much pleasure.

For beqinners and experts

This bool< contains 50 projects for PIC mi-

crocontrollers such as a laser alarm, USB

teasing mouse, eggtimet guarding a room

using a camera, mains lightdimmer, talking

microcontroller and much more. You can

use this book to build the projects for your

own use, but also as a studybook or refer-

ence guide. Several different techniques

are discussed such as relay, RS232, USB,

pulse width modulation, rotary encoder,

interru pts, infrared, analog-digital conver-

sion (and the otherway around), 7-segment

display and even CAN bus.

Get started quickly and proceed rapidly

This book is aimed at people who want to

interface PCswith hardware projects using

graphic user interfaces. The programming

language used is Python, an object-orient-

ed scripting language. The book guides

you through starting with Linux byway of

a free downloadable, live bootable distri-

bution that can be ported around different

computerswithout requiring hard drive in-

stallation.

NN

8o Prices and item descriptions subject to change. E. & O.E ro-2oro elektor



Bestseller!

Principles, Application and Design

Power Electronics
in Motor Drives
This book is aimed at people who want to
understand how AC inverter drives work

and how they are used in industry. The

book is much more about the practical

design and application ofdrivesthan about

the mathematical principles behind them.

The detailed electronics of DCand ACdrive

are explained, together with the theore-

tical background and the practical design

issues such as cooling and protection.

An important partof the bookgivesdetails

ofthe features and functions often found

in AC drives, and gives practical advice on

how and where to use these.

240 pages . ISBN 978-0-905705-89-7

t29.50 . US s47.60

Learn more about C# programming and ,NET

C# 2008 and .NET

programming
This book is aimed at Engineers and Scien-

tists who want to learn about the .NET en-

vironment and C# programming or who

have an interest in interfacing hardwareto

a PC. The book covers the Visual Studio

2008 development environment, the .NET

framework and C# programming language

from data types and program flowto more

advanced concepts including object orien-

ted programming.

240 pages . ISBN 978-0-905705-81 -1

E29.50 . US s47.50

Use only free or open source softwarel

ARM Microcontroller
lnterfacing
Learn to interface and program hardware

devices in a wide range of useful applica-

tions, using ARMT microcontrollers and

the C programming language, Examples

covered in full detail include a simple LED

to a multi-megabyte SD card running the

FAT file system. lnterface to LEDs, transis-

tors, optocouplers, relays, solenoids,

switches, keypads, LCD displays, seven

segment displays, DC motors, stepper

motors, external analogue signals using

the ADC, RS-232, RS-485, TWl, USB,

SPI and SD memory cards. Also covered

are methodstowrite programs to operate

externally interfaced hardware devices,

using timers and interrupts, porting

FAT file system code for use with an SD

memory card, programming the PWM

to produce an audio sine wave, program-

ming the PWM to speed control a DC

motor and more. A chapter on more ad-

vanced ARM microcontrollers is included

with an overview of some of the newest

ARM microcontrollers and their features.

250 pages . ISBN 978-0-905705-91 -0

129.50 . US 547.50

elektor ro-zoro
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A must have for audiophiles

DVD Masterclass High-
End Valve Amplifiers
ln this Masterclass Mennovan derVeen will

examine the predictability and perceptibil-

ity of the specifications of valve amplifiers.

The DVD represents 3.5 hours of video ma-

terial. Bonus elements on the DVD include

the complete PowerPoint presentation (74

slides), scanned overhead sheets (22 pcs),

AES Publications mentioned during the

Masterclass. Notforgetting the bombshell:

25 Elektor publications aboutvalves.

tsBN 978-0-905705-86-6

t24.90 . US 540.20

75 Audio designs for home construction

DVDTheAudio

Collection 3
A unique DVD for the true audio lover,

containing more than 75 different audio

circuits from the volumes 2002-2008

of Elektor. The articles on the DVD-ROM

cover Amplifiers, Digital Audio, Loud-

speakers, PC Audio, Test & Measurement

and Valves. Highlights include the ClariTy

2x300 W Class-T amplifier, High-End

PowerAmp, Digital VU Meter, Valve Sound

Converter, paX Power Amplifier, Active

Loudspeaker System, MP3 preamp and

much more. Using the included Adobe

Readeryou are able to browse the articles

on your computer, as well as print texts,

circuit diagrams and PCB layouts.

rsBN 978-90-5381 -263-1

r17.90 . US 528.90



MODULESSHOP BooKS, cD-RoMs, DVDs, Ktrs &

See the light on Solid State Lighting

DVD LED Toolbox
This DVD-ROM contains carefully-sorted

comprehensive technical documentation

aboutand around LEDs. Forstandard mod-

els, and fora selection of LED modules, this

Toolbox gathers togetherdata sheets from

all the manufacturers, application notes,

design guides, white papers and so on. ltof-

fers several hundred drivers for powering

and controlling LEDs in differentconfigura-

tions, along with ready-to-use modules

(powersupply units, DMX controllers, dim-

mers). ln addition to optical systems, light

detectors, hardware, etc., this DVD also ad-

dresses the main shortcoming of power

LEDs: heating. This DVD contains more than
'l 00 articles on the subjectofLEDs.

isBN 978-90-5381 -245-7

[28.50 . U5 546.00

1 10 issues, more than 2,100 articles

DVD EICKIOT

1 990 through 1 999
This DVD-ROM contains the full range of
1990- 1999 volumes (all 1 10 issues) of
Elektor Electronics magazine (PDF). The

more than 2,1 00 separate articles have

been classified chronologically by their
dates ofpublication (month/year), but are

also listed alphabetically by topic.
A comprehensive index enables you to
search the entire DVD.

tsEN 978-0-905705-76-7

169.00 . us s100.00

t)

fluly/August 201 0)

Many radio amateurs in practice use two
receivers, one portable and the other a

fixed receiver with a PC control facility.

The Elektor DSP radio can operate in ei-

ther capacity, with a USB interface glving

the option of PC control. An additional
feature ofthe USB interface is that it can

be used as the source of power for the re-

ceiver, the audio output being connected

to the PC's powered speakers. To allow
portable 6 V battery operation the circuit

also provides for an audio amplifierwith

one or two loudspeakers.

PCB, ossembled ond tested

flune 201 0)

ln our March issue, we introduced Sceptre,

a fast prototyping system fitted with a 32-

bit microcontroller. Even on its own, this

board will letyou produce some great re-

sults, but ifwe add an extension board to
make it easier to access all its peripherals,

the Sceptre platform becomes downright
powerful. What's more, if you fit this
extension board into a suitable case, you'll

be able right from the start to develop a

prototype that you can use 'properly' in a

installation, with no trailing wires or bits of
sticky tape holding everything together.

Now that's what you call fast, convenient

prototyping!

Kit of ports, contoins PCB ond

components

(May 2010)

This control board has been designed for

incorporation into typical industrial elec-

tronics applications like controlling mo-

tors or adjustment of static up- or
down-converters.The objectives were to

obtain a board with a large numberof pul-

sewidth modulation (PWM) generators,

which enables us to control several mo-

tors and static converters at the same

time. The cost ofthe control board nee-

ded to be as low as possible too. ln addi-

tion, it must be possible to construct the

board using a soldering iron, without re-

quiring use ofa reflow oven.

PCB, populoted ond tested

(March 2010)

This open-source & open-hardware pro-

jectaims to be more than just a little board

with a big microcontroller and a few use-

ful peripherals - it seeks to be a fast pro-

totyping system. To justify this title, in

addition to a very useful little board, we

also need user-friendly development tools

and libraries that allow fast implementa-

tion of the board's peripherals. Ambitio-

us? Maybe, but nothing should deter you

from becoming Masterof Embedded Sys-

tems Universe with the help of the Elektor

Sceptre.

PCB, populoted ond tested, test sohwore

looded (excl udi ng Bl uetooth mod u le)

ffi**^-\
",*,- \'..!:
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October 201 0 (No.406)

+ + + ProductShortlist

September20l0 (No.405)

Elektor Project case

E. USS

October:Seewww.elektor.com + + +

100500-Tl....PredrilledLexansheetswithstandoffs 14.90.......24.10

Digital Multi-Effects Unit

090835-31 .... EEPROM 241C32 ........................... 4.00.........6.50

090835-41 .... ATmegaS-l 6PU. ........................... 8.30.......1 3.40

090835-42 .... ATtiny23l 3-20PU.......... 8.30.......1 3.40

090835-71 .... Kitof parts including PCBs, programmed controllers

and EEPROM ......... ...................wwwe1ektor.com

Dual Voltagef Current Display

100166-Tl....Kitofpartsincl.PCB,item-41,lCD...........................62.00.....100.00

July/August 201 0 (No.403f404)

The Elektor DSP radio

100126-41 ....ATmegal68PU. 12.50.......20.20

1 001 26-91 .... PCB, assembled and tested............... 149.00.....240.40

Daggerboard Position Detector

080307-41 .... PlCl 6F628A-DlL-1 8, programmed ............................. 8.00.......1 2.90

PIC RJ.45 CableTester

090643-41 .... PlCl 6F72, programmed ............................................ 8.00 ......1 2.90

3D tED Pyramid

090940-41 .... ATtiny23 1 3-20SU, programmed ................................ 8.00.......1 2.90

Digital Thumbwheel Switch

090538-41 .... ATtiny2313 dip20, programmed ................................ 8.00 ......12.90

Whistlen Electronic Trainerf Coach

10020341 .... PlCl6F88 DlP l8, pro9rammed................................... 8.00.......12.90

Solar Cell Battery ChargerrMonitor

09054+41 .... PlC16F877A, programmed.............. 16.50.......26.70

Universal Timer with Zero Standby Current

090534-41 .... ATTiny231 3, pro9rammed......................................... 8.00.......1 2.90

TinyTimer

091 044-4i .... ATtiny23l 3, programmed

UniversalPWM Driver

8.00.......1 2.90

090856-41 .... PlCl 6F628-1 /B pr09rammed..................................... 8.00.......1 2.90

BinaryClock

0901 87-41 .... PlCl 65F877-20/P DlP40, programmed .................... I 8.50.......29.90

USBTiltSensor

070829-41 .... ATmega8-i 6AU (TQFP), programmed........................ 8.00.......12.90

090645-91....MMA7620breakoutboard................ 8.50.......13.80

Bench PSU for FC

090863-41 .... PlCl 6F61 6-l/P, programmed ....... 8.00.......1 2.90

Sailor's Battery Meter

090117-4'l .... PlCl6F690 DIB programmed 8.00.......1 2.90

TinyPulser

090444-41 .... ATTINY'l 3-20P4, programmed ................................... 8.00.......1 2.90

MicroMinimal Thermometer

090634-41 .... ATTINYl 3(A)dip8. programmed................................. 8.00.......1 2.90

Waterproof Bathroom Switch

090537-41 .... ATtiny l 3A, programmed .......................................... 8.00.......1 2.90

lights Control for Model Cars

090834-41 .,.. Programmed controllerATtiny45 DIP-8...................... 8.00.......1 2.90

Modeller's Clock

090023-41 .... PlCl 8LF1 320 l/P DlLl 8, pr09rammed......................... 8.00.......1 2.90

Astrolamp

090550-41 .,.. ATTiny45 DlL8, programmed ..................................... 8.00.......1 2.90

ATMl8.DIPATMl8-DIP

090896-1......Printedcircuitboard....... ..............9.90.......16.00

Underfl oor heating controller

1 0031 8-41 .... ATtiny25-20p4DUO8, pr09rammed........................... 8.00.......1 2.90

RGB Synchronizing Firefl ies

1 00358-4i .... ATTINYl 3(V), proqrammed....................................... 8.00.......1 2.90

ScopeText

100127-41 .... Attiny23l 3 Dlt20, proqrammed................................. 8.00.......1 2.90
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ARM Microcontroller lnterfacing
tSBN 978-0-905705-91 -0.... E29.50 .....US 547.60

Power Electronics in Motor Drives
rsBN 978-0-90s7 05-89-7 .... 929.50 .....US S47.60

50 PIC Microcontroller projects
tsBN 978-0-905705-88-0.... E36.00.....US S58.1 0

High-End Valve Amplifiers 2
rsBN 978-0-90s70s-90-3.... f37.00.....uS s59.70

Python Programming and GUls
tsEN 978-0-9057 05-87 -3.... €29.50.....US 547.60

ovo The Audio Collection 3
tsBN 978-90-5381-263-1 .... €17.90 .....US 528.90

Masterclass

ovo High-End Valve Amplifiers
tsBN 978-0-905705-85-6.... E24.90 .... US S40.20

DVD LED Toolbox
tsBN 978-90-53a1 -245-7 .... 828.50 .....US 546.00

DVD Elektor 1 990 through 1 999
rsBN 978-0-905705-76-7 .... f69.00 ...US S100.00

ovo Elektor 2009
rsBN 978-90-5381-251-8.... €17.50.....US 528.30

Art. # 1 001 26-91 .............. f 149.00 US S240.40

Art. # 090559-91 ................ 889.00 ...US 5143.60

Art.# 100174-71 .............. €1 16.00 ...US S187.10

Art.#080804-71................ 884.00 USS135.50

Art. # 090073-91 .............. €140.00 US 5225.
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COMINC ATTRACTIONS NEXT MONTH //V IIFKIOR

Mobile O, Meter with Minimodr8
Nicely conrplernr';rtin'; 1 i,i: co: Meter and Mobrle coz Meter projects recently published in
Elektor we n/ ni,-, r. 'eseii. ii r ),, (oxvgeq) Metei-.
For divers and reve c'"rplorer:r ii i: abrsoli-rt.:1.., e..sentlal tr.r instantly know the current
oxygen concentratiorr in the:ir air strpplv ifior, 1h",.t,lindr:r) or in the ambient air (deep
u ncer q rcu nd t. a

ln lhis artir.le !,ve l)resent surt,ririe sensors fbr- oxygr:n-level rneasurements, the way sensor
siq,l:'. are ;'la,:e:sec ;,rri, i-.ersl :rl;ii. an cXVg(:4 m,-:te. ba:e:,i 11n ilie renowned Minir-nodr8
liL)d I(r .ie 5( f I b,,:Ci i i l ii-rr- i --l Il Lic :"t' :.C'r C t:C ;liO n.
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Energy Harvesting

Aliernaiive energy sources arc d:i the rage iarely. ln this article we present a numler of
ideas for powering circuits from soiar energy, erren under poor sunlight conditions. How-
ever, the less than constant and dramatically low voltaqes suppiied by solar panels can be
processed with the help of clever ciicuits, enabling voltaqes down to zoo mV to be used,
and constant supply power to be quaranteed"

The 5532 OpAmplifier (z)

Have you ordered your NE553z's yeti They're cheaper by the hundred! ln this the second
and concluding instalment on what's already known as "a remarkable audio amplifier"
we'll be discussing the OpAmplifier's construction and performance, the latter to confirm
(with graphs from our Audio Precision analyser) ihat a top-notch design is on the table. For
purists an,J other advanced audio boffins we.rlscr have guidance on configuring the amp
for bridgerl operation and higher output powers.

Article titles ond magaziDe contents sLtb2ct to chonge: pleose check the Mogozine tob on vw.elektor.com

LlektorUKlEuropeaneclition:onsoleSeptenberzl.zoto. EIektorUSAeditio't:pui;lishe,lSt'ptet:tbtrtc.zcto.

',:ii.i i-.Fd'.Liii3-? wr;v*v.*Eqktr:l.es:n I Lvb'd\&;.i]!*lqt*i=.erpn-: wwu*v"L.i;,.ii.LLpr-,,e#fi-t .*ji"j!,'g i:. ,.::

A.ll magazine articles back to volume 20oo are available online in pdf format. The article suntmary and parts list (if applicable) can be

instantly vierved to help you positively identify an article. Article related items are also showi-r, including software downloads, circuit

boards, programmed lCs and corrections and updates if applicable. Complete magazine issues may also be downloaded.

ln the [lektcr Shop you'llfind allother products sold by the

publishers, l;ke CD-ROMs, DVDs, kits, ir,oejrlles, equipment,

tools ancr booi<,. A powerfril search funciioir aiiows you io

search ior- items; .rnd references aiross the entire website.

i:rrso on the Elektor website:
o Electronics rie\ /s and Elel<tor announcernents

; Readers Ftrrum

* PCB, softrl/are arrd e-magazite downloads
o I ime lirniled offers

c FAQ,.Author 6uidelines and Ctrntact
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Description

Power Electronics in Motor Drives

50 PIC Microcontroller
DVD Masterclass

-End Valve

Priceeach Qty. Total orderCode

f29.50

€36.00

sub-totol

P&P

Totol poid

METHOD OF PAYMENT
(see reverse before ticking as appropriate)

I Banktransfer

! cheque
(UK-resident customers ONLY)

l-l Giro transfer

=W!@
Expiry date:

Verification code:

Please send this order form to
(see reverse for conditions)

Elektor
Regus Brentford

1000 Great West Road

Brentford TW8 9HH

United Kingdom

Tel.: +44 20 826.1 4509
Fax: +44 20 8261 4447
www.elektor.com
sa les@elektor.com
.L15A and Canada residents should use 5 prices,
and send the order form to:
Elektor US

PO Box 180
Vernon CT 06066
USA
Phone:860-875-2199
Fax: 860-87 1 -041 1

E-mail: sales@elektor.com

Prices and item descriptions subject to change.
The publishers reserve the right to change prices
without prior notification. Prices and item descriPtions
shown here supersede those in previous issues. E. & O.E.

Address + Post code

Signoture

ELl O

Yes,l am taking out an annual subscription

to Elektor and receive the E-book

Microcontroller Basics totally free! 
-

(Please fill in your emailaddress below)

lwould like:

n standard Subscription (1 1 issues)r-u Subscription-Plus
(1 1 issues plus the Elektor Volume 2010 DVD-ROM

+ exclusive access to www.elektor-plus.com)

Offer ovoiloble to Subscribers who hove not held o subscription
to Elektor during the lost 1 2 months. Offer subiect to ovoilobility.
See reverse for rotes ond conditions.

METHOD OF PAYMENT
(see reverse before ticking as appropriate)

fl aant transfer

! ch"qu"
(UK-resident customers ONLY)

fl ciro transferzW.@
Expiry date:

Verification code:

Please send this order form to

Elektor
Regus Brentford

1000 Great West Road

Brentford TW8 9HH

United Kingdom

Tel.: +44 20 8261 4509
Fax: +44 20 8261 4447
www.elektor.com
su bscriptions@elel<tor.com

Address + Post code

EL1 O

Signoture



ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS, P&P CHARGES

All orders, except for subscriptions (for which see below), must be sent BY POST or FAX to our Brentford address using the Order Form
overleaf. Online ordering: www.elektor.com/shop
Readers in the USA and Canada should send orders, except for subscriptions (for which see below), to the USA address given on the
order form. Please apply to Elektor US for applicable P&P charges. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
Orders placed on our Brentford office must include P&P charges (Priority or Standard) as follows: Europe: f6.00 (Standard) or f7.00
(Priority) Outside Europe: f9.00 (Standard) or f 1 

'l .00 (Priority)

HOWTO PAY

All orders must be accompanied by the full payment, including postage and packing charges as stated above or advised by Customer
Services staff.
Bank transfer into account no.4021021 t held by Elektor lnternational Media BV with The Royal Banl< of Scotland, London.

. IBAN: CB96 ABNA 4050 3040 2702 1 1 . BIC: ABNAC82L. Currency: sterling (Ul(P).
Please ensure your full name and address gets communicated to us.
Cheque sent by post, made payable to Elektor Electronics. We can only accept sterling cheques and bank drafts from UK-resident
customers or subscribers. We regret that no cheques can be accepted from customers or subscribers in any other country.
Giro transfer into account no. 34-1 52-3801, held by Elektor lnternational Media BV. Please do not send giro transfer/deposit forms
directly to us, but instead use the National Ciro postage paid envelope and send it to your National Ciro Centre.
Credit card VISA and MasterCard can be processed by mail, email, web, fax and telephone. Online ordering through our website is
55L-protected for your security.

COMPONENTS

Components for projects appearing in Elektor are usually available from certain advertisers in this magazine. lf difficulties in the supply
of components are envisaged, a source will normally be advised in the article. Note, however, that the source(s) given is (are) not
exclusive.

TERMS OF BUSINESS

Delivery Although every effort will be made to dispatch your order within 2-3 weel<s from receipt of your instructions, we can not guaran-
tee this time scale for all orders. Returns Faulty goods or goods sent in error may be returned for replacement or refund, but not before
obtaining our consent. All goods returned should be packed securely in a padded bag or box, enclosing a covering letter stating the
dispatch note number. lf the goods are returned because of a mistake on our part, we will refund the return postage. Damaged goods
Claims for damaged goods must be received at ou r Brentford office within 1 0-days (U K); 1 4-days (Eu rope) or 21 -days (all other cou ntries).
Cancelled orders All cancelled orders will be subject to a 10% handling charge with a minimum charge of f 5.00. Patents Patent protection
may exist in respect ofcircuits, devices, components, and so on, described in our bool<s and magazines. Elektor does not accept responsi-
bility or liability for failing to identify such patent or other protection. Copyright All drawings, photographs, articles, printed circuit boards,
programmed integrated circuits, diskettes and software carriers published in our books and magazines (other than in third-party adver-
tisements) are copyright and may not be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying and recording,
in whole or in part, without the prior permission of Elektor in writing. Such written permission must also be obtained before any part of
these publications is stored in a retrieval system of any nature. Notwithstanding the above, printed-circuit boards may be produced for
private and personal use without prior permission. Limitation of liability Elektor shall not be liable in contract, tort, or otherwise, for any loss
or damage suffered by the purchaser whatsoever or howsoever arising out of, or in connexion with, the supply of goods or services by Elektor
other than to supply goods as described or, at the option of Elektor, to refund the purchaser any money paid in respect of the goods. Law Any
question relating to the su pply of goods a nd services by Elektor shall be determined in a ll respects by the laws of Eng la nd. 
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES FOR

SUBSCRIPTION

-

United Kingdom & lreland

5urface Mail
Rest of the World f63.00 f75.50

Airmail
Rest of the World €91.50

:ry
Bank transfer into account no.4027021 t held by Elektor
lnternational Media BV with The Royal Bank of Scotland, London.
IBAN: G896 ABNA 4050 3040 2702 11. BIC: ABNAGB2L.
Currency: sterling (UKP). Please ensure your full name and address
gets communicated to us.

Cheque sent by post, made payable to Elektor Electronics. We can
only accept sterling cheques and bank drafts from UK-resident cus-
tomers or subscribers. We regret that no cheques can be accepted
from customers or subscribers in any other country.
Giro transfer into account no. 34-1 52-3801, held by Elektor
lnternational Media BV. Please do not send giro transfer/deposit
forms directly to us, but instead use the National Ciro postage paid
envelope and send it to your National Giro Centre.
Credit card V|SA and MasterCard can be processed by mail, email,
web, fax and telephone. Online ordering through our website is

SSL-protected for your security.

SUBSCRI PTION CON DITIONS

The standard subscription order period is twelve months.
lf a permanent change of address during the subscription
period means that copies have to be despatched by a more
expensive service, no extra charge will be made. Conversely,
no refund will be made, nor expiry date extended, ifa change
of address allows the use of a cheaper service.

Student applications, which qualify for a 20% (twenty per
cent) reduction in current rates, must be supported by
evidence of studentship signed by the head of the college,
school or university faculty.
A standard Student Subscription costs f39.20, a Student
Subscription-Plus costs t51.70 (UK only).

Please note that new subscriptions take about four weeks
from receipt of order to become effective.
Cancelled subscriptions will be subject to a charge of 25%
(twenty-five per cent) ofthe full subscription price or 87.50,
whichever is the higher, plus the cost of any issues already
dispatched. Subsciptions cannot be cancelled after they have
run for six months or more.

ANNUAT

Standard
f49.00

Plus

f61.50

879.00
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lektor
PCB Service

0rder custom-designed boards from the Elektor PGB Service

INosx or Aovunttsuns

...www.astrobe.com......,..,

. . .www.atomicprogramming.com

.. .www,avitresearch.c0.uk.. .. . .

. . .wwwezpcb.com

...www.pcb-p001.c0m.........

, ..www.blackrobolics.com.. .,, .

. . .www.byvac.com

. . .www.ceda.in

.......78

.......78

.......78

.......76

....35,78

.......78

.......78

......78

The advantages at a glance
. Professional quality pCBs.
. No fjlm charges or start-up charges.
. No minimum order quantity o, charge for this service.. Available to private and commercialiustomers.
. Design check applied to all entries. We,lt teiyou tnow

within 4 hoursl
. Two PCBs supplied - three produced.

lf the third board is also okay. you receive it as well_
free of chargel

lvlikroElektronika.

MQP Electronics, Showcase.

Nurve Networks .

NXP Contest.

Peak Electronic Design.. ...

0uasar Electronics.

Robot Electronics, Showcase. . . .

Robotiq, Showcase

...www.mikroe.com ...19,57

...wwwmqp,com .......79

...www.xgamestation.c0m.. .,..,...10

. . .www,circuitcellar.com/nxpmbeddesignchallengel 2

........,www.peakelec.co.uk . . .. .. ......12

. . . . .www.picotech.com/scope2o19

. .. . .www.quasarelectronics.com . .

. . .. .www.robot-electronics.c0.uk. .

.....www.rob0tiq.co,uk........,.

.............71

. . . .. , . . .. .. .11

53

...www.designersystems.c0.uk...............78

...www.easysync.c0.uk,.... .......78

...www.elnec.com .......78

...www.embeddedadvenlures.com ..,.........78

...www.embedded-live.c0m. ........47

www.ftdichip.com

www.hameg.com.

Schaeffer AG . , . .www.schaefier-ag.de

Showcase

,..79

...79

...35

78,79

Steorn SKDB Lite, Showcase .

USB lnstruments, Showcase .

Virtins Technology, Showcase

. . .www.kdb.steorn.com/re{25, .

. . .www.usb-inslruments.com . .

. . .www.virtins.com
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Advertising space lor the issue 18 November 2010 may be reserved

nol later than 1 I october 201 0

with Huson lnternational Media - Cambridge House - Gogmore Lane -

Chertsey, Surrey KT16 9AP - England - Telephone 01932 564 999 -

Fax 01932 564 998 - e-mail: ros.elgar@husonmedia.com to whom all

correspondence, copy instructions and artwork should be addressed.
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